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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1  Background of the Study 

 

The phenomenon that English has become the most widely spoken, read, 

and learned language of the world has brought the language to a special status as ‘a 

global language’, as referred by Crystal (1997).  Besides the fact that its users 

worldwide are over two billions with the institutionalized status in approximately 75 

territories, and that L2 English speakers tremendously outnumber L1 English 

speakers, (Crystal, 1997), this special status has brought with it a variety of 

communicative situations in which English is used.  That is, the use of English is 

not only limited to the situation where native speakers are involved but has also 

extended to the interaction where no L1 speakers are involved at all (Kachru, 1983, 

1986 and 1987; Tarone and Yule, 1987; Strevens, 1992; Crystal, 1997; Jenkins, 

2001).   

Having been exercised by its speakers from linguistically and culturally 

various backgrounds, English has inevitably been influenced by indigenous minds 

and this results in a number of distinctive features having been introduced to the 

language.  This linguistic process, which is termed ‘nativization’, ‘indigenization’ or 

‘localization’, is natural to any language when transplanted into a new ecology 

because it makes the language fit the social setting, according to Kachru (1983, 

1986 and 1987).  Even though the emergence of localized forms of English was 

initially disapproved by a number of linguists such as Long (1982, cited in Görlach, 
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1991) and Quirk (1990, cited in Jenkins, 2003), it has so far continually gained 

recognition by more and more linguists as well as language users in general, 

especially by those whose concerns are of ethnic identity.  The latter group: Kachru 

(1983, 1986 and 1987), Görlach (1991), Crystal (1997), and Kachru and Nelson 

(2001), for example, refers to those localized forms of English as new ‘varieties’ of 

English, a preferable term that connotes more positive implication in which identity 

and creativity are perceived. 

The rise of new varieties of English around the world has provoked a 

number of concerned scholars with a great interest in the issue of mutual 

intelligibility of people from different parts of the world when they communicate 

with one another using different varieties of English.  This concern is nurtured by 

the historical evidence that all Romance languages, which include Italian, French, 

and Spanish, were once Latin, which later on was disintegrated into mutually 

unintelligible languages as a result of language change over a period of time.  

Consequently, several research studies have been conducted in order to find out: to 

what extent each variety of English is intelligible to speakers of other varieties, what 

are the factors that hinder or facilitate intelligibility, and what linguists can do in 

order to increase mutual intelligibility of English speech in international 

communication (Brown, 1968; Bansal, 1969 cited in Jenkins 2001; Tiffen, 1974 

cited in Atechi, 2004; Atechi, 2004). 

The research studies referred to above investigate intelligibility of English 

speech particularly between the speakers of ‘the inner circle’ and ‘the outer circle’, 

and do not extend to the speakers of ‘the expanding circle’ at all.  Circles here refer 

to Kachru’s (1983) three concentric circles.  In fact, English speakers from the outer 

circle and the expanding circle are interesting for several reasons.  They are the 
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majority of the English users who contribute to the internationalization of English.  

The communication between these two groups of English users reflects the status of 

English as an international language by which native norms are marginalized.  

Moreover, they are the groups that represent an important communicative pattern of 

real usage of English among non-natives.  In addition, it is in the interaction 

between these two groups that communicative breakdowns are far more common 

than in the interaction where native speakers are involved as stated by Jenkins 

(2001). 

As such, there is a need for a research study that measures the 

intelligibility level of English speech between the English speakers of the outer 

circle and the expanding circle to enhance the knowledge on this area in a particular 

communicative situation. 

Given that, this research study will be conducted in the environment of 

Southeast Asian countries, where English is claimed to belong to the region, and 

serves as the medium of intra-regional communication (Toh, 1996); Thai and 

Singaporean English speakers are purposively selected for the study.  It is because 

Thais and Singaporeans are non-native users of English from the expanding circle 

and the outer circle, using English as a foreign and second language, respectively.  

The interaction between these two groups can be considered a legitimate 

representative of a real usage of English as an international language among non-

natives. 
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1.2  Research Questions 

 

1. To what extent is the English spoken by Singaporean English speakers 

intelligible to Thai English speakers and vice versa? 

2. What are the phonetic features that cause intelligibility failures of English 

speech in communication between Singaporean English speakers and Thai 

English speakers? 

 

1.3  Objectives of the Study 

 

1. To measure the intelligibility level towards English speech of Singaporean 

English speakers to Thai English speakers and vice versa. 

2. To specify the phonetic features which cause intelligibility failures of English 

speech in communication between Singaporean English speakers and Thai 

English speakers. 

 

1.4  Statement of Hypothesis 

 

This research study hypothesizes that the level of intelligibility towards 

English speech spoken by Thai English speakers to Singaporean English speakers is 

not equal to that by Singaporean English speakers to Thai English speakers.  That is, 
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the level of intelligibility of English speech is higher in the former group than in the 

latter group, namely that Singaporeans understand Thai English speakers more than 

Thais do Singaporean English speakers.  This hypothesis is based on two factors 

described in the followings. 

First, as oppose to Thailand where only Thai is the national language, the 

fact that Singapore is a multi-lingual country in which Chinese, Malay, Tamil, and 

English are constitutionalized languages, entails the idea of sub-varieties of English 

within the country.  Begum and Kandiah (1997:196) insist that ‘ethnolinguistically-

associated variability’ does exist in Singapore English and phonetic differences 

according to language background of the speakers can be noticed among the 

speakers.  In addition, the range and the depth of functions of English vary from 

Singapore to Thailand as being categorized by Kachru (1983) that Singapore is a 

norm-developing country whereas Thailand is a norm-depending country.  

Singaporeans use English in almost all everyday activities.  They use the language 

in schools and offices as well as in intra- and inter- ethnic communication.  

Therefore, apart from British and American media, Singaporeans consume localized 

forms of English through their interaction and a number of media produced in their 

own country as well.  Plat, Weber and Ho (1983) supportably report that Singapore 

has a considerable amount of radio and television programs as well as films that are 

presented in English.  According to the facts mentioned, Singaporean subjects have 

exposure to more various English pronunciations within the country and; therefore, 

are expected to be more tolerant to phonetic variation than Thais do.  The situation 

is much different in Thailand where the language is normally used mainly with 

educational objectives and in occupational areas that involve oversea contacts.  

Apart from the two mentioned domains, British and American media are the major 
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channel that Thais may have additional exposure to English.  Therefore, it can be 

assumed that besides Thai English, which is unique all over the country, Thais are 

more familiar with British and American English pronunciation than any other 

varieties of English.  This condition hinders the ability of Thai English speakers to 

realize phonetic deviations of other varieties of English as Jenkins (2001:20) claims 

that non-bilingual English speakers1 tend to have “a narrower band of allophonic 

tolerance” than bilingual English speakers2 because they have not been exposed to 

“a range of other non-bilingual English speakers’ accents and the types of 

phonological and phonetic transfer they contain.” 

Second, apart from the status of English, differences in economic situations of 

the countries is another reason that contributes to the subjects’ ability of English 

speech perception.  With its successful economic development over the past three 

decades (Rodan, 2001; Jayasuriya and Rosser, 2001), Singapore has become the hub 

of international trading of Southeast Asian region.  The position attracts many oversea 

investments by which a number of foreigners from various parts of the world are 

imported for works.  This leads people in Singapore to become even more diverse in 

term of ethnics and linguistic backgrounds.  Such diversity has promoted 

Singaporeans’ ability in perceiving greater varieties of English.  Unlike Singapore, 

even though Thailand has also been trying to achieve that position of Singapore, it has 

not succeeded yet.  Consequently, it is reasonable to assume that Singaporeans are 

able to adjust themselves to become more familiar with new varieties of English 

better than Thais. 
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1.5  Scope of the Study 

 

This research study measures the level of intelligibility of the English 

speech between Singaporeans and Thais at word-recognition level.  Also, it 

investigates phonetic features that cause unintelligibility between the two groups.  

The data will be collected by the phonemic contrast elicitation test and the 

populations will be competent Singaporean and Thai English speakers. 

 

1.6  Delimitations of the Study 

 

The delimitations of this research study are as follows: 

1. The measurement of this research study is aimed at word-recognition 

level; therefore, its result may not generalize beyond this scope. 

2. The population is competent Singaporean and Thai English speakers; 

therefore, the result of this research study cannot be generalized 

beyond this group.  

3. The researcher realizes that gender variables may have some effects on 

the result of this investigation but they are assumed to be very few 

since this research does not require an ability to interpret the speaker’s 

intention or tone.  However, a further research focusing on gender 

variables might be informative to this area. 

4. The analysis is based on segmental features; therefore, its result cannot 

be generalized beyond this basis.  
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5. The result of this research study may be taken as a tendency of 

intelligibility level when these people interact, but is not supposed to 

be exhaustive because a number of contextual clues, which can be both 

linguistic and situational, may facilitate intelligibility in any real 

communication. 

 

1.7  Assumptions of the Study 

 

Providing that the concept of intelligibility defined in this research study is 

delimited to the recognition of word utterance, it is assumed that the amount of the 

correct words in the hearer subjects’ responses represents the level of intelligibility 

towards the speaker subjects’ speech. 

As for the subjects of this research study, it is assumed that Singaporeans 

who passed GCE O level3 in English, and Thais who obtained TOEFL score at least 

500 are qualified to be representatives of competent users of English in their 

countries. 

 

1.8  Definition of Terms 

 

Intelligibility 

Intelligibility of English speech refers to a hearer’s ability to recognize the 

sounds of English words uttered by a speaker.  The definition follows Smith (1988 
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as cited in Kachru & Nelson, 2001) who hierarchically categorizes the process of 

text receiving into three levels: intelligibility, comprehensibility and interpretability, 

based on the degree of the perceptive processing demand.  Intelligibility, according 

to Smith (1988), is the simplest level of perception since it is based on word-level 

recognition.  If one recognizes a word he is hearing, that it is English word, for 

example, in which a sequence of English phonemes are emitted, that word is 

intelligible to him. 

 

Singapore English 

Singapore English is a variety of English used by educated Singaporeans.  

It has its own characteristics in which some distinctive features at all linguistic 

levels; i.e. lexical, syntactic, semantic, and phonological, are developed and adopted 

as local norms.  These distinctive features are developed due to the influence of 

various indigenous languages in the country as well as the multi-ethnic cultures.  

The characteristics of Singapore English are increasingly recognized as reflecting 

the ethnic identity in international communication (Platt and Weber, 1980; Platt et 

al., 1983). 

 

Thai English 

Thai English is simply the English of Thai competent English users whose 

domain of English usage is limited to educational and occupational areas.  It has 

some distinctive features which constitute its characteristics and that make it 

different from the Standard English4.  Although the distinctive features of Thai 

English are developed under the influence of Thai language, just as the same way 

Singapore English characteristics are under its various indigenous languages, those 
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characteristics are not identified and yet adopted as local norm like Singapore 

English.  In addition, Thai English has not yet been widely recognized as a variety 

of English by linguists. 

 

1.9  Significance of the Study 

 

The findings of this research study will provide empirical evidence on 

intelligibility level of English speech between Singaporean and Thai English 

speakers.  This empirical evidence will help enhance the understanding of the 

situation of English as an international language as it reflects intelligibility in real 

communication between non-native English speakers from the two circles.  Besides, 

in an attempt to specify the distinctive phonetic features causing intelligibility 

failures between these groups of speakers, this study will provide some evidence 

which proves whether ‘regional variety’, in this case, ‘Asian English’ exist. 

  Regarding pedagogical aspect, the results of the study will be beneficial 

to the language teaching, which includes the issues of curriculum design, teaching 

materials and testing.  Starting from curriculum design, the information will prove 

whether differences in pronunciation significantly blocks intelligibility and whether 

the standard native-speaker pronunciation guarantees intelligibility between non-L1 

English speakers.  This will provoke people concerned with curriculum design to 

consider more the practical model(s) of English in real communication when they 

set the aim of a course.  Consequently, the selection of teaching materials, in part of 

pronunciation input, might be revised to allow the language learners exposure to 

more varieties of English in case the standard one alone could not fulfill their 
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communicative goal.  Finally, this will effect the assessment and evaluation in 

language teaching in correspondent to the aim of the course and teaching materials.  

 

 

Notes: 

1. Non-bilingual English speakers (NBES) is the term initiated by Jenkins who 

categorizes the English speakers world-wide into three groups: Monolingual English 

speakers (MES), Bilingual English speakers (BES) and Non-bilingual English 

speakers.  NBES refers to L2 speakers of English who may not have achieved native-

like performance but are able to communicate in English in international context.  

Based on functions and usage, the majority of Thai English speakers are considered 

NBES.  

2. BES refers to native or non-native English speakers who speak English and another 

language fluently.  Based on functions and usage, the majority of Singaporean 

English speakers are BES. 

3. GCE O Level stands for the General Certificate of Education (Ordinary Level).  It is 

the national school-leaving examination in several countries, including Singapore, 

Brunei and Mauritius.  Grade C in GCE O Level in English Language satisfies the 

English proficiency requirements of many universities in the UK and other 

Anglophone countries.  It is considered approximately equivalent to TOEFL score of 

500 - 550 since some educational institutions accept either one for admission.  For 

more information, see (http://www.cie.org.uk/CIE/WebSite/qualificationsand 

awardshub/qualificationhubs/recognition/recognition.jsp ) 

4. The English of Educated British and American people  



CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

The review of relevant literature covers the following topics.  First of all, it 

discusses intelligibility of English speech in 4 aspects: its concepts, concerned 

factors, testing methods and related previous research studies.  Next, it provides 

background knowledge of English in Singapore including distinctive features of 

Singapore English pronunciation identified by linguists.  Lastly, it describes the 

status of English in Thailand as well as demonstrates some characteristics of Thai 

English pronunciation observed by various linguists.  

 

2.1 Intelligibility of English Speech 

 

2.1.1 The Concept of Intelligibility 

 

The word ‘intelligibility’ seems to be very simple as people generally use 

it alternately with ‘comprehensibility’, ‘understandability’, or ‘interpretability’.   

However, the term is, actually, rather problematic in the area of linguistics since 

different linguists define it differently according to their own opinions and this has 

caused it to be controversial when concerning the issues of judging or measuring 

this quality in any communication.   

Catford (1950), for example, proposes that intelligibility of any utterance 

could be admitted only in case the listener is able to identify the linguistic forms he 
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hears and responds to the speaker’s intention in an appropriate way according to the 

purpose of his speaking.  This means that, in his viewpoint, intelligibility must 

always include effectiveness in any communication.   

Dissimilarly, Davies (1968: 165) relieves the demanding concept proposed 

by Catford by simply relating ‘intelligibility’ with “the ability to understand and be 

understood” between the listener and the speaker in oral communication.  His 

definition is in agreement with Kenworthy’s (1987: 13), who defines ‘intelligibility’ 

as “being understood by a listener at a given time in a given situation”.  By these 

two definitions, the process of intelligibility is closely related to the sound utterance 

of the speaker.  In addition, the number of the words a listener is able to identify 

accurately when said by a particular speaker is counted for the level of intelligibility 

of that speaker.  

Smith (1988 cited in Kachru and Nelson, 2001; 1992 cited in Jenkins, 

2001 and Atechi, 2004) points that to understand the concept of ‘intelligibility’, one 

must be able to distinguish the three levels of text receiving: intelligibility, 

comprehensibility, and interpretability. 

Intelligibility, according to Smith, is the simplest level of perception since 

it is based on word-level recognition.  If one recognizes a word he is hearing, that it 

is English word, for example, in which a sequence of English phonemes are emitted, 

that word is intelligible to him. 

Comprehensibility is a step more advanced to intelligibility in the way that 

it relates to the meaning of text.  A word is comprehensible when the hearer knows 

its referential meaning after he recognized the sound. 

Interpretability is the most demanding among the three levels since it 

requires the hearer to respond to the speaker’s intention and purpose hidden in the 
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speech in appropriate way.  According to this definition, Smith’s ‘interpretability’ is 

comparable to Catford’s ‘intelligibility’   

The concept of ‘intelligibility’ defined by Smith is well supported in 

Jenkins (2001: 77-78) in which she accepts to restrict the term ‘intelligibility’ to the 

phenomenon of ‘recognition of phonological form’ in interaction or, to the 

‘utterance recognition.’ 

As can be seen that intelligibility is variously conceptualized and now that 

no precise definition of it has been set up as a standard so far (Davies, 1968: 160), it 

is important that a researcher always defines the concept of this term referred in 

his/her research so that the test can be constructed appropriately to evaluate 

‘intelligibility’ in the sense used and the scope of the study can be identified 

accordingly.  According to this, the present study uses the one proposed by Smith 

(1988 cited in Kachru and Nelson, 2001) as the criteria for its measurement. 

 

2.1.2 Factors that Affect Intelligibility 

 

No matter how similar or different the concepts of intelligibility defined by 

linguists are; it is unquestionable that it involves speakers as equal as listeners 

(Ingram, 1968).  As a result, factors that affect intelligibility should be considered 

on both speakers and listeners’ sides. 
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2.1.2.1 Speaker Variables 

 

To begin with speakers’ side, Kenworthy (1987) suggests that the quality 

of speech sound and utterance are most concerned.  The quality of speech she refers 

to includes the speaker’s pronunciation, the frequency of self-corrections, 

hesitations and grammatical restructuring, the speed of utterance and the 

idiosyncratic speech habits that are developed in some people.  Among those 

mentioned, pronunciation is considered the most threatening to intelligibility as 

agreed by a number of linguists (Kenworthy, 1987; Görlach, 1991; Benrabah, 1997; 

Jenkins, 2001).  This is because in any simple communication, speakers usually try 

to make their speech intelligible to their listener(s) by making their utterance as 

clearest as possible.  There are also phonological processes as described here in 

native speakers’ speech as well.  However, the patterns may be different.  However, 

in the situation where speakers and listeners are from different linguistic 

backgrounds, using English as a medium, the ability to imitate the native speakers 

may differ from one another and that may cause difficulty in intelligibility.  For 

example, in pronouncing a word or a sentence, speakers may take advantage of 

sound substitution in which a sound too difficult to pronounce by the speaker is 

replaced by another easier sound, or sound deletion in which at least a sound of a 

consonant cluster is deleted, or sound insertion in which a sound is added into the 

word.  Whether a sound production is easy or difficult is subject to the speaker’s 

linguistic background.  This results in the strategy he/she prefers when imitating 

native accent, which subsequently leads to the different products of speech 

imitations by non-natives.  If a speaker takes the same strategy as his/her listener 

does, his/her production is supposed to be similar to that of the listener and, 
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therefore, more intelligible to the listener.  This idea can be supported by Catford 

(1950) as he claims that a listener’s ability to identify the heard sounds depends on 

his ability to associate those sounds with his own inner speech or mental images of 

those sounds.  Therefore, it is expected that the more similar the pronunciation of 

the speaker is to the listener’s, the more intelligible the speaker’s speech is to the 

listener.  In addition to sound production, links between words, the use of stress, the 

use of rhythm, and the use of intonation in command of a speaker are also important 

contributors to speech similarity between the speaker and the listener.  As for the 

other speech qualities, Kenworthy (1987) correlates low degree of intelligibility 

with the contributors such as high frequency of self-correction, hesitations and 

grammatical restructuring and speed of utterance.  

 

2.1.2.2 Listener Variables 

 

Concerning to listener’s side, familiarity and contexts are very crucial 

factors in intelligibility. According to Kenworthy (1987), the listeners’ familiarity 

with the speakers’ speech is positively influential to their intelligibility.  This idea is 

well supported by Gass and Varonis (1984) when they report the findings in their 

research study, which investigates the effect of various types of familiarity on native 

speaker comprehension of non-native speaker speech.  That is, familiarity with the 

topic is the most important factor that facilitates intelligibility while other types of 

familiarity, namely familiarity with non-native in general, familiarity with a non-

native accent in particular, and familiarity with a particular non-native also play 

important roles in intelligibility.  However, intelligibility, which varies with 

familiarity is not fixed, according to Trask (2001 cited in Atechi, 2004), but 
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improves over time because any one can be more familiar with a speaker’s speech if 

he/she has more exposure to that person’s speech.  

Regarding contexts, Fry (1955: 15 cited in Atechi, 2004) claims that 

intelligibility can be increased 12 to 14 times when a context is supplied.  Catford 

(1950) suggests that a listener usually takes advantage from context to promote their 

intelligibility in any communication.  Such context can be categorized into 2 types: 

linguistic context, and situational context. 

Linguistic context is associated to the knowledge of grammatical rules of a 

language.  If a word in a sentence is unintelligible to the hearer, he may be able to 

guess it by considering the nearby words and the position of the word in the 

sentence, for example.  As for the situational context, the interlocutors’ cultural 

background(s), the topic they are discussing, the relationship between the speaker 

and the hearer, the circumstance they are in, or even the action they are doing at the 

moment of utterance are the examples of this category.  It might be said that the 

contexts help increase predictability of statements in any interactions.  However, an 

ability to exploit the contexts in a situation is subjective and varies from person to 

person (Kenworthy, 1987).  

 

2.1.2.3 Proficiency Correlation Variables 

 

In addition to what mentioned above, language proficiency of speakers and 

listeners are also important factors that should not be overlooked in any study on 

intelligibility (Smith, 1992 cited in Atechi, 2004).  Perren (1968: 114) points that a 

person with higher proficiency level of English has a wider tolerance of variations 
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than that with lower one and “may well ‘read-in’ corrections or interpretations of 

sounds without realizing it.” 

 

2.1.2.4 Other Variables 

 

Besides the factors related to speakers and listeners, Atechi (2004: 47) 

reminds that noise also affects intelligibility level.  The communication taken place 

in noisy environment may incur lower intelligibility whereas those in quiet place 

may incur higher intelligibility. 

 

2.1.3 Intelligibility Testing 

 

Kenworthy (1987) states that the easiest but accurate and dependable way 

to assess the intelligibility of a particular speaker is to ask someone to listen to his 

or her speech and say how difficult or easy such speech is to understand.  However, 

since the level of intelligibility is involved with the familiarity of the listener to the 

speaker’s accent and personality, the good assessor should be one who has limited 

exposure to the speaker’s speech and is not familiar with the speakers themselves.      

She further recommends that to test intelligibility, two tasks, which are 

reading aloud and spontaneous speech, should be provided in parallel to ensure 

validity of the result.  The spontaneous speech is firstly suggested because its 

producing process is closest to the interaction that really happens in real life.  

However, it may be less preferred by those who are self-conscious and hesitant.  As 

for the reading texts, they are prepared in advance and, as a result, their length and 

quantity can be controlled.  However, the written forms of words in the text may 
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cause the reader to pronounce the words differently from what they actually speak 

due to the influence of the spelling interference.  Having such two tests in parallel 

will remedy the weaknesses of each type of tests while the results are crosschecked 

as well. 

Perren (1968: 113-116) suggests that a variety of tests should be taken 

when measuring intelligibility since it involves integrated skills.  However, it should 

always be aware that the types of tests and techniques generally used to measure 

intelligibility are deficient in some particular points as described in the following.     

To begin with listening to a recorded stretches of speech followed by 

multiple-choice questions on the meaning conveyed, Perren reminds that two 

special factors: memory span and influence of previous knowledge of the content 

might interfere the result. 

Regarding phonetic discrimination, he points that it can be a reliable test 

that brings appropriate and valid result as long as the listeners are of elementary 

level.  However, this type of test is not proper for the advanced-level listeners 

because they rely less on the ability to discriminate segmental phonological features 

but more on the ability to interpret prosodic or other contextual clues to meaning. 

As for phonemic contrast, he doubts whether it really reflects the ability of 

a listener to understand the spoken language.  For this argument, he gives an 

example of the British English /´/ as being most frequent but mostly occurs in weak 

forms which carry little information.  As a result, he claims that loss of the ability to 

contrast the phonemes of that sound should not be great loss of intelligibility. 

Concerning to comprehension of stress, pitch or intonation, he perceives 

that it can be tested by a variety of techniques, but to construct one that really 
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assesses intelligibility is a difficult task.  A way to increase the reliability of this test 

type requires a long passage produced by a speaker for a listener to listen.  This will 

consequently result in an expensive and time-consuming process of scoring and may 

not be practical.      

According to what have been reviewed so far, the main concern of 

intelligibility testing resides mostly in the construct of testing material that is the 

most appropriate, the most reliable, which is considered the hardest part of work.  

However, with consideration on the above guidelines, researchers on intelligibility 

have used various measuring devices in their research studies.  Brodkey (1972), for 

example, used dictation section of the UCLA proficiency test for foreign students to 

measure intelligibility of his subjects while Smith and Bisazza (1983) preferred their 

subjects, both native and non-native speakers, to select the picture that corresponded 

to a sentence or paragraph read aloud.  Bansal (1969 cited in Atechi, 2004) 

investigated the intelligibility of Indian English by using several tests: connected 

speech, reading of sets of passages, sentences and some word lists.  Similar to 

Brodkey, Gass and Varonis (1984) had their subjects write down what they heard.  

However, their device is different from Brodkey as they developed the test on their 

own, which are sentences for reading aloud. 

 

2.1.4 Previous Studies on Intelligibility 

 

Most of the research studies on intelligibility of English speech can be 

divided into two types: the first one with conservative opinion that English belongs 

to the native speakers, and the second one with less restricted view that the language 
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belongs to anyone who uses it.  Most of the research studies of the first type are 

one-sided investigations in which the prestigious judging power on intelligibility 

was given to the native speakers only.  This reflects the notion prevailing the period 

of time when such researches were conducted that only linguistic behaviors of 

native speakers were taken as standard norms that must be strictly conformed to by 

non-native speakers.  As a result, the research studies of this type were designed to 

measure the level of intelligibility of English speech based on the native speakers’ 

judgment.  Also, their measurements were mostly done between the native English 

speakers and the users of English as a second language in particular, only little 

extended to the users of English as a foreign language.  Examples of research 

studies of this type are described in the following. 

Olsson (1972) investigates intelligibility of Swedish English speech 

aiming to analyze the errors in an oral test made by 240 Swedish secondary students 

and to answer the question to what degree such deviant sentences are acceptable 

and/ or understandable to native English speakers.  The result of the investigation 

shows that most of the native English speakers disapproved those deviant sentences 

although their level of intelligibility reached approximately 70 percent.  The author, 

therefore, concludes that the correctness of the sentences is not the most important 

factor in successful communication and suggests this surprising finding (for the 

prevailing time) should be of any beneficial to the language teaching. 

Olsson’s investigation is an example of a traditional work on intelligibility 

that was conducted with the purpose to find a solution to improve English language 

teaching, particularly in the area of pronunciation, rather than to examine the real 

situation of English as international language.  This study reflects the notion of 

native-like pronunciation as a target that non-native speakers are motivated to 
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achieve.  However, the target has been reconsidered since the recognition of new 

varieties of Englishes has come into existence.  

Brown (1968) investigates the mutual intelligibility of the pronunciation of 

three accents of English: RP, Ghanaian English used by Twi and Ghanaian English 

used by Ewe.  A speaker of each accent is asked to read the items of three types of 

tests at a normal conversational speed and in the accent he/she would use in 

conversation with fellows.  The three types of tests are phoneme discrimination, 

placement of tonicity in sentence and rhythm and intonation.  The listeners are 45 

students following the Preliminary year at the University College, preparatory to 

entering on a three-year General Degree course in the Faculty of Arts.  These 

listeners are of various L1 backgrounds.  30 of them are of Akan language group 

including 23 Twi students.  9 were of Ewe group and 6 were of miscellaneous 

group.  Since the major purpose of this study is to verify the findings of previous 

investigation by Streven (1956: 33-34 cited in Brown, 1968), the researcher neither 

describes much about her test methods nor gives any direct conclusions about 

intelligibility.  However, she disapproves Streven’s conclusions that “the possibility 

of misunderstanding, or confusion, or ambiguity, or complete lack of 

comprehension, may be between ten and twenty times as great with the West 

African pronunciation as with Received Pronunciation”, given that Streven’s report 

is against her findings as well as her own experience. 

Tiffen (1974 cited in Atechi, 2004) did a survey on intelligibility of 

Nigerian English using Nigerian undergraduate students and British English 

speakers as subjects.  The Nigerian students are to perform according to the test 

materials, which comprise segments and supra-segments.  Their performances are 

recorded and then played to British English speakers.  The British English speakers 
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are to write down what they hear.  The result shows that the intelligibility scores 

range from 29.9% to 97.7%, with the mean score of 64.4%.  He concludes that 

rhythmic/stress and segmental errors are the two main sources of intelligibility 

breakdown. 

The investigation conducted by Tiffen is considered a major one that 

concerns intelligibility of English as an international language.  However, it is still 

much influenced by the notion of prestigious native accent as can be perceived in 

the method in which only native speakers are the judges and the word ‘errors’ he 

uses to describe segmental variations of Nigerian English in the conclusion. 

As for the research studies of the second type, most of them are reciprocal 

investigations which were designed with the awareness that English has become an 

international language and not anymore belongs to any particular nationalities.  The 

research studies of this group are, therefore, centered on the intelligibility between 

the two sides of speakers: the native ones and non-native ones, giving the judging 

power to both sides.  The most recent one, undertaken by Atechi (2004), for 

example, investigates the intelligibility from the two-sided viewpoint, that is the 

intelligibility of the English speech by Cameroonian English speakers to the British 

and American English speakers and vice versa.  Apart from measuring the 

intelligibility, this research study intends to analyze major causes of intelligibility 

failure when speakers of these varieties of English interact.  The subjects of the 

study are 20 Cameroonian students and 20 native English speakers (10 are 

American and the other 10 are British).  All of the subjects are to perform 5 tests, 

which cover segments and supra-segments designed by the researcher.  The tests are 

Connected Speech, Reading Passage, Phonemic Contrast Elicitation, Nucleus 

Placement in Words and Nucleus Placement in Sentences.  Each subject’s 
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performance is recorded and then played to his or her counterpart of different 

ethnics.  A Cameroonian student listens to the performance of a native English 

subject and writes down what he/she hears.  Similarly, a native English speaker 

listens to the performance of a Cameroonian student and writes down what he/she 

hears.  The result of this study reveals that the mean intelligibility scores of 

Cameroonian students to British English listeners range from 42.0% to 67.0 %, 

while that of Cameroonian students to American listeners range from 46.7% to 

64.0%.  On the other hand, the mean intelligibility scores of British English 

speakers to Cameroonian listeners range from 52.0% to 61.3% and that of American 

English speakers to Cameroonian listeners range from 53.9% to 61.8%.  He 

proposes that at these percentages, the average scores of intelligibility levels are all 

above 50 percent and thus, the fear that English language may one day disintegrate 

into mutually unintelligible languages should not be maintained.  Also, he reports 

that Cameroonian English speech is more intelligible to British English speakers 

than to American English speakers.  However, there is no significant difference 

between the intelligibility levels of British English speakers and American English 

speakers to Cameroonian English speakers.  Regarding the major causes of 

intelligibility failure, the researcher finally concludes that supra segments stand out 

as the greatest source of intelligibility breakdown. 

Atechi’s investigation is an example of a research on intelligibility that is 

purposed to find out the real situation of World Englishes.  It is designed with the 

appreciation of ethnic identification residing in each variety of English while 

realizing the intelligibility problems.  In addition, it balances the judging powers 

between native and non-native English speakers.  However, it can be argued that 

some items of the test materials, especially those in Phonemic Contrast Elicitation 
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Test, might not reflect the real situation of intelligibility between the subject groups.  

Several of them are words notorious for their lack of one-to-one correspondence 

between sound and spelling, which require linguistic concern in readers to 

pronounce them appropriately.  Besides, the sentences the words are embedded in 

are all ambiguous as if they are selected to mislead the listeners in particular.     

There are also other research studies that have been conducted with the 

purpose to measure the intelligibility of the English speech of the users from various 

backgrounds including the users from the expanding circle; however, they only 

intend to find out general factors that affect the degree of intelligibility.   

Smith and Bisazza’s (1983) research study has been conducted with the 

notion that one’s English may be more comprehensible to one category of listeners 

than to another.  Therefore it is purposed to investigate whether there were 

significant differences in English language comprehensibility for native and non-

native users when they were exposed to three syntactically identical but 

phonologically different varieties of English.  In the research, Japanese, Indians and 

Americans, three of each, were recorded as the speakers of the Michigan Test of 

Aural Comprehension (MTAC) which was taken by 210 subjects who were college 

students from seven countries: Hong Kong, Japan, India, the Philippines, Taiwan, 

Thailand and U.S.A., thirty of each.  The results of the study show that the 

American speakers were the easiest for the subjects, and the Indian were the most 

difficult.  The Japanese were significantly easier than the Indian but significantly 

more difficult than the American.  Moreover, it reveals that the Indian speakers 

found their fellow Indian easier to comprehend than the Japanese speakers, whereas 

the Japanese subjects found the Japanese the easiest of all the speakers to 

comprehend.  This proves the significance of familiarity to intelligibility level as the 
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researcher points that the results suggest that the subjects in all seven countries had 

primarily been trained to interact in English with native speakers and/ or with fellow 

countrymen.  However, the assumption that nonnative students of English will be 

able to comprehend fluent nonnative speakers if they understand native speaker is 

clearly not correct.  Therefore, the researcher concludes that the needs for students 

of English to have greater exposure to nonnative varieties of English is apparent in 

this study. 

Gass and Varonis (1984) investigate the variables on familiarity which 

may be involved in aiding or hindering the interpretability of nonnative utterance.  

In the study, four advanced level students in the intensive program of the English 

Language Institute (ELI) were selected out of fifteen based on their mean level of 

intelligibility to the teachers.  These four students were to read the sentences 

prepared by the researchers.  Then, the recordings were organized into 24 ways.  

They would be randomly listened by 142 native English-speaking students enrolling 

at the University of Michigan who were asked to write down what they hear.  The 

results of this study reveal that, apart from the speakers’ pronunciation and 

grammar, familiarity with topic, nonnative speech, a particular nonnative accent and 

a particular nonnative speaker are all variables that facilitates comprehension, with 

the familiarity of topic the greatest factor that increases comprehensibility.  The 

researchers concluded by relating these familiarities to Labov and Fanshel’s shared 

knowledge that it was a key information needed in interpreting speech. 

These two researches prove the significance of familiarity factors to 

intelligibility level.  However, it is implied in the conclusion of the latter that 

contextual clues also have their roles in increasing intelligibility level as well.     
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From the review, it can be summarized that the study on intelligibility is 

firstly initiated with pedagogical purposes.  Its purposes have been shifted to 

reflection of real situation of English as international language since linguists 

become more aware of the rising of localized varieties of English.   

 

2.2 Singapore English 

 

2.2.1 English in Singapore 

 

The status of English in Singapore has been reported by a number of 

linguists (Platt and Weber, 1980; Platt, 1982; Platt, Weber and Ho, 1983; Richards, 

1983; Gamley and Pätzold, 2004; Gupta, 2004).  According to the reports, English 

started taking its root in Singapore in 1819 when Sir Stamford Raffles established 

the country, which later became a part of the British Crown Colony of The Straits 

Settlements.  During the time under the British influence, the use of English in 

Singapore was at first restricted to the British administrative and legal organizations 

and British employees in private business.  The expansion of English usage among 

Singaporeans formally began when English-medium schools were established in the 

early 19th century.  Since then, English has continually gained its importance as the 

language of advancement, which enables its speakers to get a better job or a higher 

position in his career.  Apart from being a key instrument for acquiring western 

knowledge of commerce, science, technology and so on, English has increased its 

importance as becoming an inter-ethnic as well as intra-ethnic medium of 

communication. 
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At present, 100 percent of students in Singapore are in English-medium 

schools (Platt, 1991 cited in Gramley and Pätzold, 2004: 329) and for almost all of 

them, English is the only language they are literate (Platt, 1982: 388).  According to 

these figures, it is unquestionable that English has become the most dominant 

language in this country being used in almost all aspects of life.  Platt, Weber and 

Ho (1983) observe that the use of English increases as the age scale is moved down.  

In addition to the use of English in verbal interaction, English has expanded its 

influence through various types of media such as radio and television programs as 

well as publications. 

 

 2.2.2 Characteristics of Singapore English 

 

According to Gupta (2004:1), linguistic features of Singapore English have 

been studied by several linguists since the 1960s.  Most of the major works, such as 

those conducted by Tay (1979), Platt and Weber (1980), Platt (1982), Platt, Weber 

and Ho (1983), Richards (1983) and Trudgill and Hannah (2002), investigate those 

features at every linguistic level.  Regarding the pronunciation, those researchers are 

in an agreement that it is the most distinctive comparing with other deviations in 

Singapore English.  The characteristics of Singapore English pronunciation 

examined in the mentioned researches can be summarized as follows. 
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Consonants 

1. Voiceless and voiced interdental fricatives /T/ and /D/ are usually treated as 

dentalised voiceless and voiced alveolar plosives [t 5], [d 5], dentalised 

voiceless alveolar affricate [t 5s] or dentalised voiceless and voiced alveolar 

fricatives [s5] or [z5] in initial position and as dentalised voiceless and 

voiced alveolar plosives [t 5] or [d 5] in final position.  For example: 

thing  /T I N/ is pronounced  [t 5sI N] 

this /D I s/ is pronounced  [z5Is]  

the /D ´/ is pronounced  [d5́ ] 

teeth /t i T/ is pronounced  [t5it] 

(Platt, Weber and Ho, 1983: 12) 

2. Voiceless stops /p/, /t/, /k/ may be weakly aspirated or unaspirated in all 

positions.  For example: 

paid [pH eId] is pronounced   [p eId] 

3. Consonant clusters, particularly final and some medial clusters, are often 

reduced.  For the final position, the reduction is typically taken in reverse 

order (Brown, 1986) as follows: 

• 3-consonant clusters are often reduced to 2 by omitting the last 

consonant.  They are sometimes reduced to one by omitting the last 

consonant and the second-to-last (Plat and Weber, 1980).  For 

example:  

next /nEkst/  is pronounced  /nEks/ or /nEk/ 
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punched /p√ntSt/ is pronounced  /p√ntS/ 

(Trudgill and Hannah, 2002: 137) 

• 3-consonant clusters of which the middle consonant is /t/ or /d/ and 

the final one is /s/ or /z/ are often reduced to two by omitting the 

middle one.  They are sometimes reduced to one by omitting both.  

For example: 

plants /p l Q n t s/  is pronounced  /plQns/ or /p l Q n/ 

camps /kQmps/ is pronounced  /k Q m s/ or /kQm/ 

(Plat and Weber, 1980: 49) 

• 2-consonant clusters are often reduced to one by omitting the 

second consonant.  In case the 2 consonants are -nt, -ns or -dz, both 

are omitted and modified to glottal stop.  For example: 

just /dZ√st/ is pronounced  /dZ√s/  

told /toUld/ is pronounced  /tol/  

recent /ris´nt/ is pronounced  /ris´n/ or [ris´/] 

(Plat and Weber, 1980: 50; Platt, 1982: 394; 

Platt, Weber and Ho, 1983: 12) 

4. Final consonants are frequently unreleased, and usually appear as glottal 

stop, particularly after the shortened vowels.  The substitution of glottal 

stop is most found for the final /k/ and /t/.  However, it is also found for 

the final /f/, /p/, /b/ and /m/. For example: 

it /I t/  is pronounced  [I t |] or [I /] 

pick /pIk/ is pronounced  [pIk|] or [pI/] 
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robe /roUb/ is pronounced  [rop|]* 

(Trudgill and Hannah, 2002: 137) 

* It should be noticed that /b/ in ‘robe’ is actually devoiced into /p/ 

when it is unreleased.   

5. Final voiceless /p/, /t/, /k/, /t S/, /f/, /T/ and /s/ are usually conflated with 

their voiced counterpart, /b/, /d/, /g/, /dZ/, /v/, /D/ and /z/, respectively, 

causing the absence of any contrast of syllable-final /p/-/b/, /t/-/d/, /k/-/g/, 

/t S/-/dZ/, /f/-/v/, /T/-/D/, /s/-/z/.  For example: 

knees /niz/ is equivalent to niece /nis/ 

leave /l i v/ is equivalent to leaf /l i f/ 

(Trudgill and Hannah, 2002: 137) 

6. Post-vocalic /l/ is usually vocalized to [U] or omitted.  For example: 

milk /m I l k/ is pronounced  [m i U k] 

well /wel/ is pronounced  [weU] 

tall /tçl/ is pronounced  [tç˘] 

(Trudgill and Hannah, 2002: 137) 

7. The syllabic /l/ and /n/ are usually replaced by /´l/ and /´n/.  For example: 

bottle /b A t l ¡/ is pronounced   [bAt´l] 

button /b√tn¡/ is pronounced  [b√t´n] 

(Trudgill and Hannah, 2002: 137) 
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Vowels 

1. Length distinctions are usually neutralized, causing no contrasts between 

the following pairs of vowels: 

/i ˘/ and /I/ as in  seat and sit 

/A˘/ and /√/ as in  cart and cut 

/ç˘/ and /Å/ as in  sports and spots 

/u˘/ and /U/ as in  fool and full 

(Deterding, 1988: 156-166 cited in Deterding, 2003: 2) 

2. The first-syllabled unstressed schwa /´/ followed by the stressed second 

syllable is usually pronounced with its full vowel quality.  For example: 

familiar /f´m I l i ‘/  is pronounced  /fQ m I l i ‘/ 

conclusion /k´nkluZ´n/ is pronounced  /kçnkluZ´n/ 

upon /´pçn/   is pronounced  /√ pçn/ 

available /´veIlebel/  is pronounced  /aveIlebel/ 

official /´fIS´l/   is pronounced  /o fIS´l/ 

(Tay, 1979: 101) 

3. Diphthongs /oU/, /eI/ /ç´/ and /E´/, as pronounced in RP, are often reduced 

to /o˘/, /e˘/, /ç˘/ and /E˘/ and realized as pure long vowels without the glides 

in the diphthong.  For example: 

go /goU/ is realized as /go˘/ 

day /deI/ is realized as /de˘/ 

four /fç´/ is realized as /fç˘/ 
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there /DE´/ is realized as /DE˘/ 

(Tay, 1979: 100) 

 

Stress patterns 

1. Word stress in polysyllabic words tend to shift to a later syllable.  For 

example: 

e ¤ducated is pronounced as educa¤ted 

distri ¤butor  is pronounced as distribu ¤tor 

u¤sually  is pronounced as usually¤ 

a ¤ssociated  is pronounced as associa ¤ted 

cri ¤ticism  is pronounced as critici ¤sm 

(Platt and Weber, 1980: 56; Platt, Weber and Ho, 1983: 13) 

2. Singapore English is syllable-timed rhythm, which means that all 

syllables, stressed or unstressed, ‘recur at equal intervals of time’ (Tay, 

1978 cited in Platt and Weber, 1983: 57) 

3. The final syllable of a tone unit is often somewhat lengthened. 

 

The distinctive features of Singapore English pronunciation summarized 

above are common in all mentioned studies.  Even though, there might be some 

different details of these features reported in other works (such as one by Lian, 

1977; Tay, 1979 cited in Richards, 1983; Saravanan and Gupta, 1997), Platt and 

Weber (1983) suggest that these features are considered the major characteristics of 

this variety, which is unique among educated Singaporean English speakers.   
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2.3 Thai English 

 

2.3.1 English in Thailand 

 

It is unanimously agreed among Thai linguists that English is the most 

significant foreign language in Thailand (Prasithrathsint, 1996; Pingkarawat, 2002; 

Tuaycharoen, 2003).  Its importance derives mainly from the domains of usage that 

penetrate into all levels of Thai society regardless of users’ occupations and 

educational backgrounds despite the fact that English does not have any 

constitutionalized functions within the country.  Tuaycharoen (2003) describes the 

situation of English in Thailand that Thais using English in a number of activities, 

especially those involving their study and their works.  The English usage in 

Thailand ranges from isolated words or fragmented speech to complete and 

grammatical sentences according to users’ levels of proficiency.  It can also be seen 

that English is a necessary language if one needs to gain advancement academically 

or professionally.  Even among those whose works do not require the knowledge of 

English, they will need to know some as the language becomes widely used in the 

media and government’s press release and campaign.  

 

2.3.2 Characteristics of Thai English 

 

Even though Thai English has not been world-widely recognized by 

linguists in general, its unique characteristics have been observed and identified in 
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several research studies, especially those done by Thai linguists.  Chutisilp (1984) 

confirms that there exists a Thai variety of the English language and such variety 

has its unique characteristics in all aspects.  In her dissertation, Chutisilp reports the 

style and discourse of Thai English whereas Pingkarawat (2002) surveys cohesive 

features in documentary articles from English Newspapers in Thailand and in 

America.  These two studies demonstrate some characteristics of Thai English at the 

discourse levels.  In the aspect of phonology, Smyth (2001) claims that ‘Thai 

accent’ is resulted from the effort of Thai English speakers to fit every English word 

into the Thai phonological system.  He, additionally, has an observation that most 

Thai English speakers are reluctant to shed their Thai accent because of peer group 

pressure, i.e. they do not want to show off or be different in the classroom 

environment.  Tuaycharoen (2003) reports that phonological system of Thai English 

is the result principally of the method of teaching, the model of use and the process 

of mother tongue interference.   

Regarding the method of teaching and the model of use, Tuaycharoen 

relates them to 2 factors as follows.  The first one is the lack of well-qualified 

teachers.  Because of this, Thai students learn English by memorizing word spelling 

with a single meaning and reciting words aloud with mother tongue pronunciation.  

The second factor is students’ lack of exposure to native or native-like 

pronunciation.  As a result of this, young learners develop their English 

pronunciation with a strong Thai accent according to the pronunciation model in 

their class.  As for the process of mother tongue interference, she points that it is the 

outcome of the two factors mentioned earlier.   

Following are some characteristics of spoken English of Thais observed by 

Smyth and Tuaycharoen. 
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Consonants 

1. Initial consonants 

a. Voiceless palato-alveolar affricate /t S/ and fricative /S/ are often 

conflated (Smyth, 2001) or replaced by aspirated voiceless 

alveolo-palatal affricate [t˛H], which is a Thai approximate sound 

(Tuaycharoen 2003).  For example, ‘chair’/tSE´/ and ‘show’ /S´U/ 

are pronounced [t˛HE˘] and [t˛Ho˘], respectively. 

b. Voiced palato-alveolar affricate /dZ/ is often devoiced (Smyth, 

2001) or replaced by voiceless alveolo-palatal affricate [t ˛], 

which is a Thai approximate sound  (Tuaycharoen 2003).  For 

example, ‘jar’ /dZA˘/ is pronounced [t˛a˘]. 

c. Voiced velar plosive /g/ is usually devoiced (Smyth, 2001). 

d. Voiced alveolar fricative /z/ is usually devoiced (Smyth, 2001; 

Tuaycharoen, 2003).  For example, ‘zoo’ /zu˘/ is pronounced 

[su˘]. 

e. Voiced labiodental fricative /v/ is often conflated with voiced 

labiovelar semi-vowel /w/ and subsequently replaced by it 

(Smyth, 2001; Tuaycharoen, 2003).  For example, ‘van’ /vQn/ is 

pronounced [wQn]. 

f. Voiceless interdental fricative /T/ is often replaced by aspirated 

voiceless alveolar plosive [t H], voiceless alveolar fricative [s] 

whereas voiced interdental fricative /D/ is often replaced by 
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aspirated voiceless alveolar plosive [t H], voiceless alveolar 

fricative [s], voiced alveolar plosive [d], respectively (Smyth, 

2001; Tuaycharoen, 2003).  For example, ‘thank’ /TQNk/ and 

‘the’ /D´/ are pronounced [t H Q N k] and [d´], respectively. 

g. Voiced alveolar liquid /r/ in initial position is often replaced by 

voiced aquio-alveolar trill [r0] or is usually conflated with alveolar 

lateral approximant /l/.  For example, ‘raw’ /rç˘/ can be 

pronounced [r0ç˘] or [lç˘] (Tuaycharoen 2003). 

2. Final consonants 

a. Voiced velar plosive /g/ is often replaced by voiceless velar 

plosive [k] which is unreleased.  For example, ‘bag’ /bQg/ is 

pronounced /bQk/ (Tuaycharoen 2003). 

b. Voiceless alveolar fricatives /s/, voiceless palato-alveolar 

fricative /S/, voiced alveolar fricative /z/ and voiced palato-

alveolar fricative /Z/ and palato-alveolar affricates /t S/, /dZ/ are 

often replaced by voiceless alveolar plosive [t] which is 

unreleased.  For example, ‘face’ /feIs/, ‘fish’ /fIS/, ‘please’ /pli˘z/, 

‘each’ /i˘tS/, ‘wage’ /weIdZ/ and ‘beige’ /beIZ/ are pronounced 

[feIt], [fIt], [pli˘t], [i˘t], [we˘t] and [be˘t], respectively 

(Tuaycharoen 2003). 
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c. Voiced alveolar plosive /d/ and interdental fricatives /T/ and /D/ 

are often conflated and replaced by voiceless alveolar plosive [t] 

which is unreleased (Smyth, 2001). 

d. Voiced and voiceless labiodental fricatives /v/ and /f/ are usually 

conflated and replaced by voiceless bilabial plosive [p] which is 

unreleased (Smyth, 2001). 

e. Alveolar lateral approximant /l/ in final position is often treated 

as vocalized (Tuaycharoen 2003).  For example, ‘ball’ /bç˘l/ is 

pronounced [bçU].  It is sometimes pronounced as alveolar nasal 

[n] as [bçn] (Smyth, 2001). 

f. Final consonants that follow diphthong /aI/ and /oI/ are often 

omitted.  For example, ‘knife’ /naIf/, ‘five’ /faIv/ and ‘boil’ /boIl/ 

are pronounced /naI/, /faI/ and /boI/, respectively (Tuaycharoen, 

2003). 

3. The sound which is part of three-consonant clusters in initial position and 

four-consonant clusters in final position is usually omitted since it does 

not exist in Thai phonological system.  Thai phonological system allows 

only two-consonant clusters in initial position and pure or isolate 

consonant in final position (Tuaycharoen, 2003).   

 

Vowels 

1. Thai speakers tend not to differentiate the distinction between tense 

and lax vowels in their pronunciation.  Therefore, some pair of words 
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such as ‘live-leave’, ‘full-fool’, in case of pure vowels, and ‘cell-sail’, 

‘bed-bade’ in case of diphthongs, may be identical in term of 

pronunciation.  In this regard, only the tense vowels are heard 

(Tuaycharoen, 2003). 

2. Diphthongs /eI/, /´U/ and /e´/ are usually pronounced as long 

monophthongs /e˘/, /o˘/ and /Q ˘/ or /E˘/*, respectively (Smyth, 2001).  

For example:  

wage /wei dZ/ is pronounced as /we˘dZ/ 

show /S´U/  is pronounced as /So˘/ 

chair /tSE´/  is pronounced as /tSE˘/  

(Tuaycharoen, 2003: 50) 

* Smyth and Tuaycharoen perceive the monophthongized diphthong 

/e´/ in a different way.  While the former perceives it as /Q ˘/, the latter 

perceives it /E˘/.  

3. English words ending with a vowel usually have the final vowel 

lengthened to fit Thai phonological system by which the stress is 

placed on the final syllable (Smyth, 2001).  For example: 

b¤utter is pronounced as butt ¤er 

c ¤offee is pronounced as coff¤ee 

sh¤opping is pronounced as shopp ¤ing 

(Smyth, 2001: 347) 
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Stress patterns 

Polysyllabic words are mostly stressed on the last syllable or sometimes all 

syllables receive equally strong accentuation.  These results in distinctive 

rhythm and intonation practiced by Thai speakers. 

 

Both Smyth and Tuaycharoen’s studies are conducted in the perspective of 

English language teaching.  Therefore, the emphasis is on how Thai English is 

developed by the ‘interference’ of learners’ first language and how this interference 

could be reduced in order to improve the learners’ performances.  This idea is rather 

different from the perspective of World Englishes, which perceives localized forms 

of any new varieties as reflecting identity of a speaker. 

However, the features collected by Smyth and Tuaycharoen might be 

viewed as an evidence of the coming of Thai English.  This research study is going 

to prove the existence of them and find out to what extent they block the 

intelligibility in interaction between Thai and Singaporean English speakers. 



CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH PROCEDURE 

 
3.1 Population and Samples 

 
The subjects of this study were non-native competent users of English 

from Thailand and Singapore.  For Thais, they were Master’s Degree students of an 

international program at the Faculty of Economics, Chulalongkorn University.  For 

Singaporeans, they were university students of various fields of the National 

University of Singapore.  The range of their ages was from 19 to 27 years old.  Both 

Thai and Singaporean subjects were unfamiliar to the English speech of their 

counterparts.  In addition, they had been living and studying/working in their 

country for almost all of their life, so their use of English was nurtured within their 

ethnic cultures.  All of them were asked to fill out a questionnaire (see Appendix A 

and B) in which their English backgrounds, experiences of communication with 

foreigners in English, and exposure to the English speech of their counterparts were 

investigated before they were selected to participate in this research study.  The 

selection included 5 males and 5 females from each group.  The backgrounds of 

Singaporean and Thai subjects are shown in Appendix C and D, respectively. 

 

3.2 Research Instrument 

 

The research instrument used in this study is called the phonemic contrast 

elicitation test.  This type of test is selected because its scope of measurement is 
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limited at word level and its design is aimed to eliminate contextual clues that might 

interfere with the subjects’ intelligibility.   

 

• Development of the Research Instrument 

 

The phonemic contrast elicitation test was developed by the researcher 

based on the guidelines by Kenworthy (1987) and the previous studies on 

intelligibility (Brown, 1968; Bansal, 1969; Atechi, 2004).  The development process 

is as follows: 

1. The previous contrastive analysis studies on Singapore English (Tay, 1979; 

Platt and Weber, 1980; Platt, 1982; Plat, Weber and Ho, 1983 and Richards, 

1983) and Thai English (Smyth, 2001; Tuaycharoen, 2003) were reviewed in 

order to collect the distinctive phonetic features of consonant and vowel 

sounds of each variety.  These phonetic features were then taken as criteria 

for choosing target words for the test tokens.  (For the details of the 

distinctive phonetic features of the two varieties, see Chapter II).    

2. 20 words containing Singapore English distinctive phonetic features and 

other 20 words containing Thai English distinctive phonetic features were 

selected from the 1,000 most frequent words collected from a variety of texts 

in Wordlists Page available from http://www1.harenet.ne.jp/ 

~waring/vocab/wordlists/vocfreq.html. This was to ensure that the 

representative words were familiar to and generally used by people of 

various interests across different fields and that they did not require any 
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specialization in any fields for their usage.  In addition, homonyms were 

avoided in this selection because the researcher would like to limit the 

chance of the correct response to be only one per word.  (Appendix E 

provides the details of the selected words, the target distinctive phonetic 

features and the tentative pronunciation and responses by the informants).  

3.  The selected words were embedded into 20 sentences for each variety 

following the same pattern as “He said the word _____.”  The reason for 

presenting the target words in this pattern was to eliminate any situational 

context and linguistic knowledge beyond word level that might facilitate the 

recognition of the English sounds, causing invalid results of the 

investigation. 

4. The 20 sentences for each variety were to be read aloud by 3 native speakers 

of English and 6 English speakers of either Singaporean or Thai ethnic based 

on the target group of test takers.  

 

A. The Test for Thai Listeners 

This is based on 20 sentences containing words representing phonetic 

features of Singapore English.  From the reading in 4, the ones of 3 

informants were selected: the English native reader whose speech 

represented typical General American1 and 2 Singaporean English 

speakers whose pronunciation represented typical Singapore English. 

From 3 selected speakers, 20 sentences each, 60 test tokens altogether 

for a test were made.  These 60 sentences were then randomly arranged 

from 1 to 60 as presented in Appendix G. 
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B. The Test for Singaporean Listeners 

This is based on 20 sentences containing words representing phonetic 

features of Thai English.  From the reading in 4, the ones of 3 informants 

were selected: the English native reader whose speech represented typical 

General American (the same person as in A) and 2 Thai English speakers 

whose pronunciation represented typical Thai English. 

From 3 selected speakers, 20 sentences each, 60 test tokens altogether 

for a test were made.  These 60 sentences were then randomly arranged 

from 1 to 60 as presented in Appendix G. 

 

All of the readers were of the same gender, which was male.  The native 

speaker was also a reader of the test tokens because the intelligibility level 

towards typical General American will be used as the reference in 

comparison within the subject group. 

 

The diagram below presents the test tokens that each group of subjects 

would listen to. 

           Speakers of test tokens 

Listeners  Native Sing1 Sing2 Thai1 Thai2 Total Amount 

Singaporeans 20 - - 20 20 60 

Thais 20 20 20 - - 60 
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3.3 Data Collection 

 

Test tokens in A, performed by the Singaporeans and the native English 

speaker, were played to Thai subjects.  In the same way, test tokens in B, performed 

by the Thais and the native English speaker, were played to Singaporean subjects.  

Dictation was taken as the method of test taking.  The subjects were to write down 

only the target word, which follows the expression “He said the word_____” in each 

sentence.  The sentences were played one by one and 3 seconds were allowed for 

the listeners to perform the task.  The dictation performed by the listeners was the 

data to be analyzed. 

 

3.4 Data Analysis 

 

A. Within the Subject Group: 

 

1. The written responses of each listener were compared with their respective 

test tokens.  A correct response, which matches the target word in its 

respective test token, was counted as 1 point.  Any error results in 0 point.   

2. The points in no. 1 were then sorted into 3 sets according to the performers 

of its respective test tokens: native English speaker, Singapore/Thai 

English speaker1, Singapore/ Thai English speaker2.  Of each set, the 

points would be added up and calculated into percentage based on total 
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score (=20 points) for each speaker, providing a level of intelligibility each 

listener had towards each speaker.  

3. The levels of intelligibility of Singaporean and Thai subjects towards 

native speaker were taken as referential levels.  They would be used as 

bases to compare with:  

i. intelligibility levels towards Singapore/Thai English speaker1  

ii. intelligibility levels towards Singapore/Thai English speaker2 

Besides, intelligibility level towards Singapore/Thai English speaker1 

would be compared with that towards Singapore/Thai English speaker2. 

4. The scores of all the 10 subjects were averaged and calculated into 

percentages.  Then, they were compared with one another.  Also, the 

standard deviation values of intelligibility levels would be computed.  

These would provide the overall picture of intelligibility level of a subject 

group towards each speaker. 

5. The incorrect responses and their respective test tokens performed by each 

subject were transcribed into IPA and compared with each other.  This was 

done to investigate the phonetic features of Singapore English and Thai 

English that block intelligibility.  

6. Based on phonetic features in No. 5, common patterns causing 

intelligibility failure were summarized. 

7. The reasons for the errors were provided. 
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B. Across the Subject Groups: 

 

1. The average scores of the Singaporean subject group and the Thai subject 

group were compared.  In doing this, Thais’ average score of responses to 

each speaker was compared with its Singaporean counterpart.  This was to 

find out whether Thais or Singaporeans had higher intelligibility towards 

the other’s speech both at acrolectal and basilectal levels as well as 

towards native English speaker. 

2. The reasons for the result of the comparison were provided. 

 

 

Notes: 

1. Typical General American means the pronunciation of American English 
speaker in which characteristic phonetic features commonly recognized as 
standard of American English are obvious.  American English is taken as the 
norm-reference in this research study because it is the most commonly used as 
‘transnational language’ in culture, arts, science, technology, commerce 
transportation and banking according to Celente (1997: 298 cited in Jenkins, 
2003: 205-206).  In addition, with the powerful American pop culture spreading 
all over the world and the economic empire of the US, the world population is 
open and being exposed to American English the most.   

 



CHAPTER IV 

INTELLIGIBILITY OF ENGLISH SPEECH  

BETWEEN SINGAPOREAN AND THAI ENGLISH SPEAKERS 

 

This section presents intelligibility scores each listener has towards his/her 

counterpart variety and typical General American.  Also, it includes the comparisons 

of those scores within the subject groups as well as those across subject groups. 

 

4.1 Intelligibility Scores within the Subject Groups 

 

4.1.1 Intelligibility Scores of Singaporean Listeners 

 

The details of the intelligibility scores of each Singaporean subject are 

shown in the table as follows. 
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Table1: Intelligibility Scores of Singaporean Listeners towards Native and Thai 

English Speakers 

Native Thai1 Thai2          Speaker 
Listener Actual Percentage Actual Percentage Actual Percentage

SL1 14 70 9 45 10 50
SL2 16 80 14 70 14 70 
SL3 13 65 12 60 12 60 
SL4 15 75 10 50 12 60 
SL5 12 60 9 45 12 60 
SL6 16 80 12 60 14 70 
SL7 10 50 10 50 9 45 
SL8 10 50 8 40 13 65 
SL9 17 85 14 70 11 55 

SL10 13 65 9 45 14 70 
Mean 13.6 68 10.7 53.5 12.1 60.5
S.D. 2.459 2.163 1.729 

SL = Singaporean listener 

  

From Table 1, the intelligibility scores of Singaporean listeners 

towards the native English speaker range from 10 to 17 out of 20, which equal 50% 

to 85%, respectively.  The average score is 13.6 or 68% with a standard deviation of 

2.459.  The intelligibility scores towards Thai1 range from 8 to 14 out of 20, which 

equal 40% to 70%, respectively.  The average score is 10.7 or 53.5% with a standard 

deviation of 2.163.  The intelligibility scores towards Thai2 range from 9 to 14 out 

of 20, which equal 45% to 70%, respectively.  The average score is 12.1 or 60.5% 

with a standard deviation of 1.729. 

The average scores in percentages show that Singaporean listeners 

achieved an acceptable level of intelligibility towards the speech of all 3 speakers in 

case 50% is taken as a critical value for pass.  However, it should be noticed that the 

range of the intelligibility scores and the standard deviation values show the most 

variation in intelligibility towards the speech of the native English speaker, who is 
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an American, whereas the least in that towards Thai2.  To explain these findings, 2 

important factors are concerned.  First, the fact that Singapore was previously 

colonized by Britain (Platt, Weber and Ho, 1983; Platt and Weber, 1980; Platt, 1982 

and Richards, 1983) has led Singaporeans, in general, to be more familiar with 

British English than American English.  With this previous status, British English 

has been widely studied from the past and usually assumed to have provided the 

base for Singapore English (Deterding, 2003: 2).  Actually, it is still generally 

regarded as the preferable standard in Singapore English education in the present 

time as reflected in the national campaign ‘Speak Good English Movement’.  The 

campaign, supported by the government, has been held in collaboration with the British 

Council (http://www.goodenglish.org.sg/SGEM/online_lesson/index.htm).  Second, the 

subjects of this research study are university students who have exposure to limited 

varieties of English.  From their personal background given in the questionnaire, 

most of them hardly have a chance to interact verbally with a foreigner in English.  

Therefore, besides sub-varieties within their own country, they might not be much 

familiar with other varieties of English.  According to these factors, familiarity with 

General American pronunciation seems to be an additional skill that a Singaporean 

English speaker might obtain through his/her personal interest.  Therefore, it is 

reasonable to find that intelligibility levels of Singaporeans towards the native 

English speaker fluctuate from one to another.   

It is noticeable that almost all of the Singaporean listeners have higher 

intelligibility scores towards the native than towards Thai1 and Thai2.  Exceptions 

are only in 4 cases: SL5 and SL7 whose intelligibility scores towards the native and 

Thais are equal (SL5 towards Thai2, SL7 towards Thai1), and, SL8 and SL10 

whose intelligibility scores towards the native are lower than those towards Thai2.  
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However, the differences between the scores towards the native and Thai English 

speakers are quite small.  To ensure whether or not they are statistically significant, 

the comparisons1 are made between the native and Thais by using a t-Test for a 

dependent group2.  The results of the test are presented in the following tables. 

 

Table 2: Comparison of Intelligibility Scores of Singaporeans towards Native and 

Thai1 

 N Mean S.D. T 
Native 10 13.6 2.459  

    5.513* 
Thai1 10 10.7 2.163  

*p<0.05 

 

Table 3: Comparison of Intelligibility Scores of Singaporeans towards Native and 

Thai2 

 N Mean S.D. T 
Native 10 13.6 2.459  

    1.861* 
Thai2 10 12.1 1.729  

*p<0.05 

 

Table 2 and Table 3 show that the differences of intelligibility scores 

between the native and Thai1 or Thai2 are statistically significant at the significant 

level of p<0.053.  With this confirmation, it can be concluded that Singaporean 

listeners understand the English speech of native English speaker more than they do 

that of Thai English speakers.  This conclusion is in agreement with what has been 

reported in Smith and Bisazza’s (1983) investigation.  That is, native English 

speakers are more intelligible to non-native English speakers in general, comparing 
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with speakers of other varieties.  This should not be surprising, however, now that 

most non-native English speakers have primarily relied on the standard model of 

English in their learning, which is either British or American.      

However, since there are also some differences between the scores 

towards Thai1 and Thai2, it is necessary to examine if those differences are as 

significant as those between the native speaker and the two Thais.  The comparison 

between Thai1 and Thai2 is, then made by using a t-Test for a dependent group 

likewise.  Its result is shown in Table 4 as follows.   

 

Table 4: Comparison of Intelligibility Scores of Singaporeans towards Thai1 and 

Thai2 

 N Mean S.D. t 
Thai1 10 10.7 2.163  

    -1.738* 
Thai2 10 12.1 1.729  

*p<0.05 

 

According to the table, it is found that the intelligibility scores of 

Singaporeans towards Thai1 and Thai2 are not significantly different at the 

significant level of p<0.05.  As a result, it can be concluded that Singaporean 

listeners understand the English speech of Thai1 as statistically equal as they do that 

of Thai2 at the level of significance of p<0.05. 

 

4.1.2 Intelligibility Scores of Thai Listeners 

 

The details of the intelligibility scores of each Thai subject are 

presented in the following table. 
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Table 5: Intelligibility Scores of Thai Listeners towards Native and Singaporean 

English Speakers 

Native Sing1 Sing2      Speaker   
Listener Actual Percentage Actual Percentage Actual Percentage

TL1 16 80 10 50 12 60
TL2 10 50 12 60 10 50 
TL3 8 40 7 35 5 25 
TL4 9 45 7 35 6 30 
TL5 12 60 11 55 9 45 
TL6 11 55 11 55 11 55 
TL7 12 60 4 20 6 30 
TL8 11 55 6 30 8 40 
TL9 9 45 7 35 11 55 

TL10 11 55 13 65 11 55 
Mean 10.9 54.5 8.8 44 8.9 44.5
S.D. 2.234 2.974 2.514 

TL = Thai listener 

 

From Table 5, the intelligibility scores of Thai listeners towards the 

native English speaker range from 8 to 16 out of 20, which equal 40% to 80%, 

respectively.  The average score is 10.9 or 54.5% with a standard deviation of 2.234.  

The intelligibility scores towards Singaporean1 range from 4 to 13 out of 20, which 

equal 20% to 65%, respectively.  The average score is 8.8 or 44% with a standard 

deviation of 2.974.  The intelligibility scores towards Singaporean2 range from 5 to 

12 out of 20, which equal 25% to 60%, respectively.  The average score is 8.9 or 

44.5% with a standard deviation of 2.514. 

The average scores in percentages show that, at a critical value of 50% 

for pass, Thai listeners could only achieve an acceptable level of intelligibility 

towards the speech of native English speaker.  Unfortunately, their intelligibility 

levels towards the speech of both Singaporean English speakers are considered 

lower than acceptable level according to the same criteria. 
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The range of the intelligibility scores and the standard deviation values 

show the most variation in intelligibility towards the speech of Singaporean1 and 

the least in that towards the native English speaker.  This is quite in contrast with 

what is found in Singaporean listeners whose standard deviation values show the 

most variation in the speech of native English speaker.  This might be the result of 

differences in linguistic environment of the listeners.  Unlike in Singapore, English 

in Thailand is based on both American and British standards.  Besides, the Thai 

subjects are students of an international program, which is composed of students 

from various linguistic backgrounds.  From their personal information, most of 

them have a chance to interact verbally with a foreigner in English at least monthly.  

It is found in the informal interview that the foreigners they interacted with were 

visiting professors from various countries, who came to lecture them for a month 

and most of them used American-based English.  According to this information, 

they are expected to be more familiar with American accent than Singaporean 

accent.  This could explain why Thai scores have less variation in their intelligibility 

towards the speech of the American English speaker than Singaporean scores. 

Like Singaporean listeners, it is noticeable that most of the Thai 

listeners have higher intelligibility scores towards the native than towards 

Singaporean1 and Singaporean2 in this case.  Exceptions are only in 4 cases: TL2 

and TL10 whose intelligibility scores towards the native are lower than those 

towards Singaporean1 but equal to those towards Singaporean2, TL6 whose 

intelligibility scores towards the native, Singaporean1 and Singaporean2 are all 

equal, and, TL9 whose intelligibility score towards the native is lower than that 

towards Singaporean2.  A t-Test for a dependent group is used to find out the 
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significance of the different scores between the native and Singaporean English 

speakers.  The tables below demonstrate the results of the comparisons. 

 

Table 6: Comparison of Intelligibility Scores of Thais towards Native and 

Singaporean1 

 N Mean S.D. t 
Native 10 10.9 2.234  

    2.003* 
Sing1 10 8.8 2.974  

*p<0.05  

 

Table 7: Comparison of Intelligibility Scores of Thais towards Native and 

Singaporean2 

 N Mean S.D. t 
Native 10 10.9 2.234  

    2.631* 
Sing2 10 8.9 2.514  

*p<0.05  

 

Table 6 and Table 7 show that the intelligibility scores of Thais 

towards the native and Singaporean1 or Singaporean2 are significantly different at 

the significant level of p<0.05.  This brings confidence to the conclusion that Thai 

listeners understand the English speech of native English speaker more than they do 

that of Singaporean English speakers.   

Between the 2 Singaporean English speakers, the intelligibility scores 

towards Singaporean1 and Singaporean2 are not significantly different at the 

significant level of p<0.05 as shown in table 8. 
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Table 8: Comparison of Intelligibility Scores of Thais towards Singaporean1 and 

Singaporean2 

 N Mean S.D. t 
Sing1 10 8.8 2.974  

    -0.142* 
Sing2 10 8.9 2.514  

*p<0.05 

 

It can be concluded from Table 8 that Thai listeners understand the 

English speech of Singaporean1 as statistically equal as they do that of 

Singaporean2. 

According to this section, it can be seen that the intelligibility scores of 

Thai listeners towards the native English speaker and the two Singaporeans are in 

the same direction as those of Singaporean listeners.  That is, Thai listeners have 

higher intelligibility scores towards the native English speaker than towards 

Singaporean English speakers.  The feasible explanation for such result should be 

the same as what is provided earlier for the case of Singaporean listeners.  This 

implies that the native English is still used as reference in the outer circle as same as 

it is in the expanding circle.  

 

4.2 Intelligibility Scores across Subject Groups 

 

The mean scores of intelligibility of Singaporean and Thai listeners are 

provided in separate tables as follows.  The tables are presented in adjacent position 

to facilitate the comparisons. 
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Table 9: Mean Scores of Intelligibility  Table 10: Mean Scores of Intelligibility 

of Singaporean Listeners   of Thai Listeners 

Speaker

Listening 

scores 

Thai1 Thai2 Average  Speaker

Listening 

scores

Sing1 Sing2 Average 

Percentage 53.5 60.5 57  Percentage 44 44.5 44.25 

Mean 10.7 12.1 11.4  Mean 8.8 8.9 8.85 

S.D. 2.163 1.729 1.487  S.D. 2.974 2.514 2.517 

 

The comparisons of intelligibility scores of Singaporean and Thai listeners 

provided in Table 9 and 10 show that mean scores of intelligibility of Singaporean 

listeners towards both Thai English speakers are higher than those of Thai listeners 

towards both Singaporean English speakers.  In addition, the standard deviation 

values of Singaporean listeners show that the variations of the scores are less 

comparing with those of Thai listeners.  These might be the results of the status of 

English within the country.  In Singapore, English is constitutionalized.  This status 

has made English a vital language of everyday life, which implies equality of use 

among the people.  Therefore, English proficiency of its people is supposed to be 

rather high and is expected to be of average level as well.  On the contrary, in the 

country like Thailand, English is just an advantageous foreign language and is 

necessary in only some aspects of life.  As a result, English proficiency of its people 

could fluctuate from one person to another person depending on one’s linguistic 

and/or educational backgrounds.  Besides, the domain of their proficiency might 

cover their occupational area only. 

A t-Test for an independent group4 is applied to justify the significance of 

the score differences.  The table below demonstrates the result of t-Test for 
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independent group between the averages of overall intelligibility scores of 

Singaporean and Thai subjects. 

 

Table 11: Comparison of the Averages of Overall Intelligibility Scores between 

Singaporean and Thai Listeners 

 N Mean S.D. t 
Singaporeans 10 11.40 1.487  

    2.758* 
Thais 10 8.85 2.517  

*p<0.05  

  

In Table 11, the total scores of intelligibility that Singaporean listeners 

have towards both Thai English speakers and that Thai listeners have towards both 

Singaporean English speakers have been averaged before they are compared.  The 

result of the comparison shows that overall intelligibility of Singaporean listeners is 

significantly higher than that of Thai listeners at the level of significance of p<0.05. 

In addition to the comparison of the overall intelligibility scores, a 

specific investigation on the written responses was conducted in order to crosscheck 

the above result.  According to this, the correct and incorrect written responses that 

were provided by all of the 10 listeners from each group are particularly focused.  

Following are the tables presenting the amounts of correct and incorrect written 

responses provided by all of the Singaporean and Thai listeners. 
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Table 12: Amounts of Correct and   Table 13: Amounts of Correct and 

Incorrect Written Responses Given  Incorrect Written Responses Given  

by All of the 10 Singaporean Listeners by All of the 10 Thai Listeners 

Speaker 
 
Amount 

Native Thai1 Thai2 Total  Speaker
 
Amount 

Native Sing1 Sing2 Total 

All correct 8 3 5 16  All correct 4 1 1 6 

All wrong 1 1 - 2  All wrong - 2 1 3 

 

 

According to the above information, it can be seen that there are 3 words 

pronounced by Thai1 and 5 words pronounced by Thai2 (totaling 8) that every 

Singaporean listener succeeded in recognizing.  On the other side, there are only 1 

word pronounced by Singaporean1 and 1 word pronounced by Singaporean2 

(totaling 2) that every Thai listener succeeded in recognizing.  These figures 

reaffirm that Singaporean listeners understand Thai English speakers more than 

Thai listeners understand Singaporean English speakers. 

To summarize, the overall findings in this section demonstrate the 

coherence of the results from the two subject groups in 3 aspects.  First of all, they 

provide an evidence of an existence of intelligibility in communication between 

Singaporean and Thai English speakers.  Second, they show that Singaporeans and 

Thais understand the speech of native English speaker more than they understand 

that of their counterpart variety.  Third, they make it clear that between the two 

groups of English users, Singaporeans have higher intelligibility levels towards Thai 

English speakers than Thais have towards Singaporean English speakers.  With the 

last aspect, it can be seen that the hypothesis of this research study, namely, without 

linguistic and situational context, Singaporean competent English speakers 
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understand Thai competent English speakers better than Thais do Singaporeans, is 

strongly confirmed. 

 

 

Note: 
 
1. All of the comparisons in this research are conducted by SPSS program, one of the 

most widely used programs for statistical analysis in social science.  The program 
provides a variety of comparison test according to the purpose of the research.  In this 
research, t-Test is used since it provides the critical value that determines whether the 
differences of means between two subject groups are significant.  Due to the small 
amount of the test tokens, which resulted in little differences between the scores of 
intelligibility levels, critical values help make the precise judgments on their 
significance become more subjective and, therefore, more appropriate. 

  
2. t-Test for a dependent group is used when comparing the means of the scores 

performed by the same test-takers.  For this case, the critical value for t-distribution 
and t—Test is 1.753. 

 
3. The significant value at p<0.05 means the possibility to get such result is 95%. 
 
4. t-Test for an independent group is used when comparing the means of the scores 

performed by the different test-takers.  For this case, the critical value for t-
distribution and t-Test is 2.131. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER V 

PHONETIC FEATURES CAUSING INTELLIGIBILITY 

FAILURES 

 

In this chapter, the phonetic features causing intelligibility failures are 

examined through the incorrect written responses given by the listeners.  The 

examination is presented in 2 parts according to the communicative situations: those 

occurring between Singaporean listeners and Thai speakers, and those occurring 

between Thai listeners and Singaporean speakers.  In each part, the speakers’ actual 

performance is analyzed against their hypothesized one, then, its impact on listeners’ 

perception is investigated. 

 

5.1 Singaporean Listeners Towards Thai Speakers 

 

5.1.1 Distinctive Phonetic Features Used by Thai English Speakers  

(= What is Said) 

 

In developing the research instrument (see Chapter II), 20 words are 

selected as the test tokens to be pronounced by Thai English speakers because they 

are hypothesized to have contained distinctive phonetic features of Thai English.  

However, it is found that in real pronunciation of Thai English speakers, only some 

of them are actually realized. 

The following table demonstrates the comparison between the 

hypothesized pronunciation and actual one used by Thai English speakers. 
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Table 14: Comparison between the Hypothesized Pronunciation and Actual One 

Used by Thai English Speakers 

Hypothesized Pronunciation Actual 
Pronunciation Test 

Token Native 
Transcription Description Thai1 Thai2 

share [SEr] [t ˛ H E ˘] 

- initial /S/ is replaced 
by [t ˛ H] 

- lax /E/ is treated as 
tense and lengthened 

- final /r/ is omitted 

[SEr] [tSQ˘r] 

train [tHreIn] [tHre˘n] 
-     /e I/ is 

monophthongised and 
lengthened 

[tHren] [tHren] 

already [çrEdI] 
[çr0E˘di],[çUr0E˘di] 

[ ç l E ˘ d i ],[çUlE˘di] 
 

- post-vocalic /l/ is 
vocalized to [U] 

- /r/ is replaced by trill 
[r0] or /l/ 

- lax /E/ is treated as 
tense and lengthened 

- ending vowel /I/ is 
lengthened 

[çredi] [çUredi] 

field [fild] [fiu], [fiud] 
- post-vocalic /l/ is 

vocalized to [U] 
- final /d/ is omitted 

[fiu] [fiud] 

join [d Z ç I n] [t˛çIn], [ t ˛ ç I ] 
- /dZ/ is devoiced or 

replaced by [t ˛] 
- final /n/ is omitted 

[t˛ç)In] [t˛çIn] 

food [fud] [fut|] 
-     final /d/ is devoiced 

into /t/ and the /t/ is 
unreleased 

[fu˘d] [fud] 

very [vErI] [wE˘ri] 
- /v/ is replaced by /w/ 
- lax /E/ is treated as 

tense and lengthened 
[vErI] [wErI] 

bill [bIl] [biu] 
- /I/ is lengthened 
- post-vocalic /l/ is 

vocalized to [U] 
[bIl] [biu] 

them [DEm] 
[tHE˘m], [s5E˘m], 
[d5E˘m] 

- /D/ is replaced by [t H], 
[s5], or [d5] 

- lax /E/ is treated as 
tense and lengthened 

[d5Em] [d5Em] 

while [waIl] [waU], [waI]  

- post-vocalic /l/ is 
vocalized to [U] or    
omitted 

 

[waUl] [waIl] 
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Hypothesized Pronunciation Actual 
Pronunciation Test 

Token Native 
Transcription Description Thai1 Thai2 

thank [TQNk] 
[tHQNk], [tHQN], 
[sQNk], [sQN] 

- /T/ is replaced by [t H] 
or [s] 

- final /k/ is omitted 
[TQNk] [TQNk] 

prime [pHraIm] [pHraI] -     final /m/ is omitted [pHraIm] [pHraIm] 

involve [InvAlv] 

[InwoUf], 
[InwoUp|], 
[InwoU/]  
 

- /v/ is replaced by /w/ 
- post-vocalic /l/ is 

vocalized to [U] 
- final /v/ is devoiced 

into /f/ or replaced by 
[p|] or glottalised 

[Involv] [Involv] 

mother [m√D‘] 
[mAtH‘], [mAs‘], 
[mAd‘] 

- lax /√/ is treated as 
tense and lengthened 

- /D/ is replaced by [t H], 
[s], or [d] 

- /‘/ is changed to /´/ 

[maR‘] [mad5‘] 

foot [fUt] [fut|] 
- /U/ is lengthened 
- final /t/ is unreleased 

[fUt] [fUt] 

appear [´pHI‘] [´pHI´] - /‘/ is changed to /´/ [QpHI‘] [EpHI‘] 

future [fyutS‘] [fIUt˛H‘] 
- /t S/ is replaced by [t ˛ H] 
- /‘/ is changed into /´/ 

[fIutS‘] [fyutS‘] 

watch [wAtS] [wçt|] 
-     final /t S/ is replaced by 

[t |] 
[wçtS] [wçtS] 

prove [pHruv] [pHruf], [pHrup|] 
- final /v/ is devoiced 

into /f/ or replaced by 
[p|]  

[pHruf] [pHru˘f] 

film [fIlm] [fim] 
- lax /I/ is treated as 

tense and lengthened 
- /l/ is omitted 

[film] [fi )̆m] 

 

 

From Table 14, it can be seen that several hypothesized distinctive 

phonetic features are really used by Thai English speakers.  Among those, the 

replacement of [U] for post-vocalic /l/ is most frequently found.  Examples are: 

‘already’ as pronounced [çUredi] by Thai2; ‘field’ as pronounced [fiu] by Thai1 and 

[fiud] by Thai2; ‘bill’ as pronounced [biu] by Thai2; and ‘while’ as pronounced 
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[waUl] by Thai1.  Besides, lax vowels treated as tense and lengthened are often 

produced in real pronunciation.  Examples are: ‘share’ as pronounced [tSQ˘r] by 

Thai2; ‘already’ as pronounced [çredi] by Thai1 and [çUredi] by Thai2; ‘bill’ as 

pronounced [biu] by Thai2; ‘mother’ as pronounced [maR‘] by Thai1 and [mad5‘] 

by Thai2; and ‘film’ as pronounced [film] by Thai1 and [fi )̆m] by Thai2.  Other 

distinctive phonetic features found to be really pronounced are: the 

monophthongization of diphthong /eI/ in ‘train’ as pronounced [tHren] by both Thais; 

the replacement of [t ˛] for /dZ/ in ‘join’ as pronounced [t˛ç)In] by Thai1 and [t˛çIn] 

by Thai2; and the devoicing of final /v/ in ‘prove’ as pronounced [pHruf] by Thai1 

and [pHru˘f] by Thai2. 

By contrast, there are also several hypothesized distinctive phonetic 

features that are not used in real pronunciation of Thai English speakers.  For 

example, the omission of final /r/, ‘share’ is still pronounced as [SEr] by Thai1 and 

[tSQ˘r] by Thai2; the devoicing of final /d/, ‘food’ is actually pronounced as [fu˘d] 

by Thai1 and [fud] by Thai2; the replacement of [t H] or [s] for /T/ and the omission 

of final /k/, ‘thank’ is clearly pronounced as [TQNk] by both Thais; the 

pronunciation of final /t/ as unreleased, ‘foot’ is still pronounced as [fUt] by both of 

Thais; the change of /‘/ into /´/, ‘mother’ is pronounced as [maR‘] by Thai1 and 

[mad5‘] by Thai2, ‘appear’ is pronounced as [Q p H I ‘ ] by Thai1 and [EpHI‘] by Thai2 

and ‘future’ is pronounced as [fIutS‘] by Thai1 and [fyutS‘] by Thai2.  This has not 

been realized in ‘mother’, ‘appear’ and ‘future’ as pronounced by both Thais. 
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There are three observations according to the above information.  First of 

all, it can be noticed that some of the hypothesized distinctive phonetic features are 

similarly used in real pronunciation of both Thai English speakers whereas some are 

individually used.  In this regard, the conflated sound replacement is usually found 

to be used individually by Thai2.  For example, ‘share’ is pronounced as [tSQ˘r] and 

‘very’ is pronounced as [wErI].  Secondly, the deletion of final consonant is rather 

rare and can only be found in the words ‘field’ and ‘bill’ in which post-vocalic /l/ is 

replaced by [U].  Thirdly, the hypothesized distinctive phonetic features are not 

found to be used at all in the following words: ‘share’, ‘very’, ‘bill’, ‘thank’, ‘prime’ 

and ‘foot’ as pronounced by Thai1; and ‘food’, ‘while’, ‘thank’, ‘prime’, ‘foot’ and 

‘future’ as pronounced by Thai2.  This means the speakers approached the native 

pronunciation when they pronounced those words.  

 

5.1.2 Distinctive Phonetic Features Perceived by Singaporean Listeners 

(= What is Heard), Especially Those Causing Intelligibility 

Failures  

 

In this part, the pronunciation of both Thai English speakers as perceived 

by Singaporean listeners is examined through the written responses.  From the 20 

test tokens, the examination focuses only on the words retrieving incorrect written 

responses from at least 5 Singaporean listeners.  Based on them, the phonetic 

features causing intelligibility failures are analyzed.  The written responses for the 

words of Thai1 and Thai2 are presented in Tables 15 and 16, respectively.  (For the 

complete written responses, see Appendix H.) 
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Table 15: Written Responses Given by Singaporeans Listening to Thai Speaker1 

Singaporean Listeners Target 

Word 

Transcription 

of Thai1 
SL1 SL2 SL3 SL4 SL5 SL6 SL7 SL8 SL9 SL10 

field       [ f iu ] - feel - him feel - - feel field - 

food       [ f u ˘d ] - who food who good cool rude food food grew 

bill         [ b Il] bill bill - feel - bill - bell bill veil 

them      [ d 5Em] - dam then damp damp - them dam vamp them 

while     [waUl] - while woo!* while wild wild wow wild Wow wild 

prime     [ p Hr aIm] crime prime crime crime prime climb - climb prime crime 

involve  [ I n v o l v ] - - involve - - - - - - - 

prove     [ p Hr u f ] - who cool who food cool cool two cool - 

film        [ f ilm] - film - film - film - - - - 

*  The answers provided here are the exact responses given by the test takers. 
The italics represent correct answer, - = blank answer 

 

According to Table 15, among the 9 words, ‘prove’ is the most 

unintelligible since none of Singaporeans recognized it accurately.  It should be 

noticed that some words, such as ‘involve’ and ‘film’ elicit incorrect responses in 

form of blanks only whereas others elicit both blanks and substitutes.  Besides, it is 

found that the substitute responses given by different Singaporeans usually reflect 

sound features in common with how the target word is pronounced.  For example, 

the substitute responses for ‘while’, pronounced as [waUl] by Thai1, are ‘woo’, 

‘wild’ and ‘wow’.  Comparing with the target word, all these three substitutes have 

the sound /w/ as onset, ‘wow’ has the sound /aU/ as nucleus and ‘wild’ has the 

sound /l/ as coda.   
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Table 16: Written Responses Given by Singaporeans Listening to Thai Speaker2 

Singaporean Listeners Target 

Word 

Transcription 

of Thai2 
SL1 SL2 SL3 SL4 SL5 SL6 SL7 SL8 SL9 SL10 

share      [ tS Q ˘r ] chair chair chair chair chair chair chair chair Chair* chair 

field       [ f iu d ] field feel feel fend feel feel field field field feel 

very       [wE r I ] - very really very very weary weary weary weary very 

them      [ d 5Em] - dim damp damn damp them - dam damn them 

while     [ wa Il] - fine wild smile acquire - - - - - 

prove     [ p Hr u ˘f ] - prove - - - - - food proof fruit 

film        [ f iÚ̆ )m] - theme theme him theme film theme theme theme theme 

*  The answers provided here are the exact responses given by the test takers. 
The italics represent correct answer, - = blank answer 

 

From Table 16, among the 7 words, ‘share’ and ‘while’ are found 

intelligible to none of Singaporeans.  Unlike the cases of Thai1, it can be noticed 

that every word of Thai2 elicits incorrect responses in 2 forms, blanks and 

substitutes.  Besides, the substitute responses given by different Singaporeans are 

almost in complete agreement for ‘field’, ‘very’, ‘film’ and are unanimous for 

‘share’.  However, substitute responses for ‘while’ and ‘prove’ are quite distinct 

from one another. Similar to the cases of Thai1, all the substitutes share sound 

features in common with how the target word is pronounced.  For instance, the 

substitute responses for ‘film’, pronounced as [fiÚ̆ )m ] by Thai2, are ‘theme’ and 

‘him’.  Comparing with the target word, ‘theme’ has the sound /i ˘/ as nucleus and 

the sound /m/ as coda whereas ‘him’ only has the sound /m/ as coda. 

The two types of responses: blanks and substitutes have different 

implication for analysis of intelligibility failures.  As for blank responses, they can 

be perceived in 2 perspectives.  On one hand, they imply that listeners were 

completely lost on what they just heard.  On the other hand, they reflect the 
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listeners’ lack of attempt to give an overt response for the target word because of the 

lack of enough phonetic clues.  It is uncertain whether the cause of such responses is 

from the listeners’ own distracted mind or the variation of speech sound, which is 

beyond their realization.  In this regard, blank responses do not give clues to 

intelligibility failures due to phonological factors.     

In contrast with blank responses, a substitute response of the target word 

is usually found to contain at least a phonetic feature or its variant that exists in the 

target word.  The existence of such phonetic component could bring a clue to the 

confusion arose in listener’s mind in recognizing the word.  For example, in the case 

of ‘bill’, pronounced as [bIl] by Thai1, the substitutes are ‘feel’, ‘bell’ and ‘veil’.  

These substitute responses reflect that each listener could recognize only certain 

phonetic features of sounds in the word: a front vowel sound as nucleus and /l/ as 

coda, and /b/ as onset for ‘bell’ in particular.  Assuming this, they tried to match 

what they heard or they thought they heard with some English words they knew.  In 

cases of ‘field’, ‘very’, ‘film’ and ‘share’ by Thai2, the almost unanimous 

agreement of the substitutes as ‘feel’, ‘weary’, ‘theme’ and ‘chair’, respectively 

suggests that the listeners recognized every phonetic feature of sounds in the word.  

However, because certain features of sounds in the words as pronounced by the 

speakers are distinctive from their experience, they recognized the words 

accordingly.  In these cases, intelligibility failures are clearly caused by the 

pronunciation of speakers.  According to this, substitute responses are concrete 

evidence to intelligibility failures due to phonological factors.   

According to the information so far, the words that are unintelligible to 

Singaporean listeners can be categorized into 2 groups: those pronounced with 
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distinctive phonetic features and those not pronounced with distinctive phonetic 

features.  The two groups are discussed separately in the followings. 

 

a. Words Pronounced with Distinctive Phonetic Features 

 

It is obvious that the production of a distinctive phonetic feature in a 

word has caused the word to sound different from the pronunciation of the native 

English speaker.  However, to prove whether this is also the cause of intelligibility 

failures, it is necessary to investigate the relationship between the distinctive 

features found in the words of Thai English speakers and the substitutes given by 

Singaporean listeners.  If they match, we can safely conclude that it is the usage of 

distinctive phonetic features that causes intelligibility failures, leading to substitutes 

as responses.  In this regard, only the recurrent substitutes, given by at least 2 

listeners, are focused because they represent a tendency of how listeners at least 2 

recognize the pronunciation of a certain test token.  As for a sole and distinct 

substitute given by an individual listener, it could have resulted from several factors 

such as a temporary loss of concentration on listening, thus it would mainly be 

excluded from the analysis.  The following table provides information on distinctive 

phonetic features used by Thai speakers and the substitute responses by Singaporean 

listeners. 
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Table 17: Correlation between Distinctive Phonetic Features Used by Thais and Substitute Responses Given by Singaporeans 

 Test 
Tokens Transcription Distinctive Phonetic Features Used 

Recurrent Substitute 
Responses by 
Singaporeans 

Sounds Shared between Test Token and its 
Substitute Responses 

field [ f i u ] 
replacement of /u/ for post-vocalic /l/; 
deletion of final consonant /d/ feel /i/ as nucleus; no final /d/  

food [ f u ˘ d ] lengthening of /u/ who /u/ as nucleus 

them [d5Em] dentalization of /d/ substituting for /D/ dam, damp /d/ as onset and /m/ as coda 

wild /w/ as onset; /l/ as coda  
while [waUl] change of diphthong /aI/ into /aU/ 

wow /w/ as onset; /a U/ as nucleus 

T
ha

i 1
 

prove [ pHr uf ] devoicing of final consonant /v/ who, cool /u/ as nucleus 

share [ t S E ˘ r ] 
conflated sound replacement of /tS/ for /S/ 
lengthening of /E/ chair /t S/ as onset; /E/ as nucleus and  /r/ as coda  

field [ f i u d ] replacement of /u/ for post-vocalic /l/ feel /i/ as nucleus  

very [wEri] conflated sound replacement of /w/ for /v weary 
/w/ as onset in the 1st syllable 
 /r/ as onset and /i/ as nucleus in the 2nd syllable 

them [d5Em] dentalization of /d/ substituting for /D/ damp, damn dental /d/ as onset; /m/ as coda T
ha

i 2
 

film [fiÚ̆ )m] 
lengthening and nasalization of /I/; 
reduction of final consonant cluster /lm/  
to /m/ 

theme 
lengthened and nasalized /i/ as nucleus; 
only /m/ as coda 
 

* - Italics represent distinctive phonetic features not recognized as characteristics of Thai English. 
- Bolds represent distinctive phonetic features in substitute responses that correlate to those used by Thais
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From Table 17, it can be seen that most of the distinctive phonetic 

features used by Thais are usually reflected in the substitute responses given by 

Singaporean listeners.  Among those distinctive features, only nasalization of /I/ in 

‘film’ as pronounced by Thai2 is not recognized as a characteristic of Thai English 

whereas the others are.  However, the substitute response ‘theme’ for this target 

word shows that the main cause of intelligibility failure in this word lies in the 

sound feature of onset.  Therefore, the use of nasalization of /I/ is insignificant for 

this analysis.  As for distinctive phonetic features which are characteristics of Thai 

English, their reflection in substitute responses are categorized into 2 types: one that 

presents a direct correlation with the way the target word is pronounced and one that 

does not. 

The former type consists of ‘them’, ‘very’ and ‘share’. 

In case of ‘them’ pronounced as [d5Em] by Thai1 and Thai2, the 

distinctive phonetic feature found is dentalization of /d/ substituting for /D/.  It is the 

usage of this sound that triggers the substitute responses with initial d such as ‘dim’, 

‘dam’ and ‘damp’, as many as 10 out of 12 substitute responses.   

As in ‘very’ pronounced as [wErI] by Thai2, the distinctive phonetic 

feature found is conflated sound replacement of /w/ for /v/.  The /w/ sound is 

reflected in the substitute response ‘weary’, given by 4 out of 5 listeners who gave 

substitute responses. 

Similar in manner to ‘very’, conflated sound replacement of /t S/ for /S/ 

is the distinctive feature found in ‘share’ pronounced as [tSQ˘r] by Thai2.  The /t S/ 
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sound is reflected in ‘chair’, the substitute response unanimously given by all 10 of 

the listeners for this word of Thai2.   

All examples in this type demonstrate that the distinctive phonetic 

features are the key elements that directly misled the listeners to incorrect responses.  

Therefore, it can be concluded that they are the cause of intelligibility failures of 

Singaporean listeners towards Thai English speakers.  

On the other hand, there are words where distinctive phonetic features 

are used but the substitute responses do not show direct correlation with such usage.  

The words are ‘field’, ‘prove’, ‘food’, ‘while’ and ‘film’.   

To begin with ‘field’, this word is pronounced as [fiu] by Thai1 and 

[fiud] by Thai2, without the post-vocalic /l/ but the two pronunciations still elicit 

the same recurrent substitute response ‘feel’ among the listeners.  It can be claimed 

that though the post-vocalic /l/ is not actually pronounced by both Thais it is 

perceived by Singaporean listeners as though it were there.   

In case of ‘prove’, its pronunciation as [pHruf] by Thai1, with 

devoicing of final consonant /v/, has brought about ‘who’ as 2 substitute responses 

and ‘cool’ as 4 out of all 7 substitute responses.  The devoicing /v/ to /f/ might 

trigger listeners to perceive the lack of final sound but the main cause of 

intelligibility failures seem to be the onset cluster [pHr].   

As for ‘food’, it is pronounced with lengthening of /u/ as [fu˘d] by 

Thai1, eliciting ‘who’ as substitute response given by 2 out of 6 listeners who gave 

substitute responses.  Even though ‘who’ shares the sound [u˘] as nucleus with the 
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target word, it does not have sound features of onset and coda in common with the 

target word at all.   

Regarding ‘while’, this word is pronounced as [waUl] by Thai1, 

eliciting ‘wild’ as 4 substitute responses and ‘wow’ as 2 out of all 7 substitute 

responses.  The usage of /aU/ as nucleus is reflected in ‘wow’, where /l/ does not 

exist but the usage of /l/ as coda is reflected in ‘wild’, where /d/ is inserted.   

As for ‘film’, the way it is pronounced as [fiÚ̆ )m ] by Thai2 has brought 

about ‘theme’ as a substitute response given by 7 out of 8 listeners who gave 

substitute responses.  Though the distinctive phonetic feature: omission of /l/ is used 

by the speaker and recognized by listeners, what become outstanding is the onset 

/T/.   

From these examples, it is obvious that distinctive phonetic features do 

not always lead to intelligibility failures.  Instead, most intelligibility failures occur 

due to the loss of certain phonetic features of sounds as perceived by the listeners, 

not those produced by the speakers.   

To summarize, only 1 word of Thai1 which is ‘them’ and 3 words of 

Thai2 which are ‘them’, ‘very’ and ‘share’ have been proved to be unintelligible 

because of the distinctive phonetic features used in pronunciation. 

However, according to the information in Table 15, there are 9 words 

of Thai1 that are unintelligible to at least 5 from 10 Singaporean listeners.  Since it 

has been proved that only 1 word of Thai1 is unintelligible due to the use of 

distinctive phonetic features, the proportion of this type of words to the words 

unintelligible to Singaporean listeners is 1:9.  This means 11.1 percent of words 
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unintelligible to Singaporean listeners is proved to be the direct result of the use of 

distinctive phonetic features.  According to this data, intelligibility failures towards 

Thai1 caused by distinctive phonetic features are very small in number comparing 

with those caused by other factors.   

It is also demonstrated in Table 16 that there are 7 words of Thai2 that 

are unintelligible to at least 5 from 10 Singaporean listeners.  Since it has been 

proved that only 3 words of Thai2 are unintelligible due to the use of distinctive 

phonetic features, the proportion of this type of words to the words unintelligible to 

Singaporean listeners is 3:7.  This means 42.8 percent of words unintelligible to 

Singaporean listeners is proved to be the direct result of the use of distinctive 

phonetic features.  These figures suggest that nearly a half of intelligibility failures 

towards Thai2 is caused by the use of distinctive phonetic features.  

A big difference between the numbers of intelligibility failures caused 

by distinctive phonetic features occurring towards Thai1 and Thai2 shows the 

inconsistency of the impact that distinctive phonetic features have on intelligibility 

of a word.  This means the use of distinctive phonetic features can sometimes 

moderately harm intelligibility as in the case of Thai2 while sometimes it is only a 

minor factor hindering intelligibility as in the case of Thai1.  A further detailed 

analysis into acoustic phonetics might help clarify this point.  Even so, it might be 

stated that distinctive phonetic features are not the only one important factor that 

causes intelligibility failures between Singaporean listeners and Thai English 

speakers.  According to the data, it is quite obvious that listener’s perception plays 

an important role in the degree of intelligibility as well.  However, the pattern of 

intelligibility failures due to listener’s perception is beyond the focus of the present 

study and hence remains tentative area for future research. 
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Regarding the common pattern of distinctive phonetic features causing 

intelligibility failures between Singaporean listeners and Thai English speakers, 

there are 2 general observations that should be noted.  First, it is found that the 

words with distinctive features of initial consonants are usually unintelligible to 

Singaporean listeners.  Examples of these words are ‘them’, ‘very’ and ‘share’.  

Second, lengthened vowels are the most recurrent in unintelligible words but not all 

of them harm intelligibility.  This is quite obvious in the substitute ‘chair’ for 

‘share’ given by Thai2; the vowel sound /E/ is retained in the substitute response 

even though it is not only lengthened but also treated as tense in the pronunciation.  

This can be implied that the listeners realized it as /E/ despite the fact that it is 

pronounced /Q ˘/.  According to these observations, it can be concluded that 

distinctive phonetic features of initial consonants harm intelligibility of Singaporean 

listeners more than those of vowels. 

 

b. Words Not Pronounced with Distinctive Phonetic Features 

 

It is shown in Tables 14, 15 and 16 that there are three words 

pronounced by Thais with native-like pronunciation yet still unintelligible to 

Singaporean listeners.  The words are ‘bill’ and ‘prime’ pronounced by Thai1 and 

‘while’ pronounced by Thai2.  To find out the cause, the relationship between the 

phonetic features in the test tokens pronounced by Thai English speakers and the 

substitutes given by Singaporean listeners is investigated.  The results are shown in 

the following table.  
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Table 18: Correlation between Phonetic Features in the Test Tokens Pronounced by 

Thais and Substitute Responses Given by Singaporeans 

 Test 
Tokens Transcription 

Recurrent Substitute 
Responses by 
Singaporeans 

Sounds Shared between Test Token and Its 
Substitute Responses 

feel 
labial consonant as onset; 
high front vowel as nucleus; /l/ as coda 

bell /b/ as onset; front vowel as nucleus;  /l/ as coda bill [ b I l ] 

veil labial consonant as onset;  
front vowel as nucleus; /l/ as coda 

crime 
/r/ as a component in initial cluster; /aI/ as 
nucleus; /m/ as coda 

T
ha

i 1
 

prime [pHraIm] 
climb cluster as onset; /aI/ as nucleus;  

/m/ as coda 
fine labial consonant as onset; /aI/ as nucleus 
wild /w/ as onset; /aI/ as nucleus; /l/ as part of coda 

smile labial consonant as a component of onset;  
/aI/ as nucleus;  /l/ as coda T

ha
i2

 

while [waIl] 

acquire /w/ as part of onset; /aI/ as nucleus 
 

From Table 18, it can be seen that the substitute responses are rather 

various even though they are for the same test tokens.  However, all of them share 

some phonetic features with their target words; the distinction depends on how 

precise the substitutes are.  In case of ‘bill’ pronounced by Thai1, its substitute 

responses are ‘feel’, ‘bell’ and ‘veil’.  Comparing with the target word, only ‘bell’ 

has the sound /b/ as onset whereas ‘feel’ and ‘veil’ have labial consonants as onsets.  

All of them have a front vowel as nucleus and /l/ as coda. 

As for ‘prime’ pronounced by Thai1, its substitute responses are 

‘crime’ and ‘climb’.  Comparing with the target word, ‘crime’ has the /r/ sound as a 

component in initial cluster whereas ‘climb’ has a totally different cluster /kl/.  Both 

have the vowel /aI/ as nucleus and the /m/ sound as coda. 
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Regarding ‘while’ pronounced by Thai2, its substitute responses are 

‘fine’, ‘wild’, ‘smile’ and ‘acquire’.  Comparing with the target word, ‘fine’ has the 

labial consonant /f/ as onset, ‘wild’ has the labial consonant /w/ as onset, ‘smile’ has 

the labial consonant /m/ as a component of onset and ‘acquire’ has the labial 

consonant /w/ as part of onset.  All of them have the vowel /aI/ as nucleus but only 

‘wild’ and ‘smile’ have the /l/ sound as coda. 

According to the information above, it is quite obvious that the 

listeners missed some phonetic features of sounds in the words and the substitutes 

are the result of their assumption from certain phonetic features they could 

recognize.  These cases are evidence to show that sometimes the acoustic perception 

of the listeners themselves is the cause of intelligibility failures now that the words 

are all pronounced with a manner very close to that of native speakers. 

 

5.2 Thai Listeners Towards Singaporean Speakers 

 

5.2.1 Distinctive Phonetic Features Used by Singaporean English 

Speakers (= What is Said) 

 

Based on the same criteria for developing the research instrument, 20 

words are selected as the test tokens to be pronounced by Singaporean English 

speakers because they are hypothesized to have contained distinctive phonetic 

features of Singapore English.  However, it is found that in real pronunciation of 

Singaporean English speakers, only some of them are produced. 
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The following table demonstrates the comparison between the 

hypothesized pronunciation and actual one used by Singaporean English speakers. 

 

Table 19: Comparison between the Hypothesized Pronunciation and Actual One 

Used by Singaporean English Speakers 

Hypothesized Pronunciation Actual 
Pronunciation Test 

Token Native 
Transcription Description Sing1 Sing2 

oil [oIl] [oI] - final /l/ is deleted [çI] [çI] 

both [boUT] [bo˘t5|],[bo˘d55] 

- /oU/ is monophthongised 
and lengthened 

- /T/ is replaced by [t|5]or 
[d5] 

[boUT] [bçT] 

decide [dIsaId] [dIsaIt|], [dIsaI/] 
 

- final /d/ is devoiced or 
deleted or treated as 
glottal stop 

[dIsaI/] [dIsaI/] 

child [tSaIld] 
[tSaUd],[tSaId], 
[tSaU], [t S a I] 

- post-vocalic /l/ is 
vocalized to [U] or 
omitted 

- final /d/ is omitted 

[tSaUl] [tSaUld] 

arrive [´raIv] [a R a I f], [a R a I /] 

- unstressed /´/ is 
pronounced with its full 
vowel quality as /a/ 

- final /v/ is devoiced or 
treated as glottal stop 

[´raIf] [´raIf] 

defence [dIfEns] 
[dIfEn], [dIfE], 
[dIfEn/], [dIfE/], 

-    two final consonants are 
reduced to one or both 
are omitted or modified 
to glottal stop 

[dIfEns] [dIfEns] 

each [itS] [It|], [I/] 

- long vowel /i/ is 
shortened 

- final /t S/ is replaced by 
[t |] or glottalised 

[itS] [ItS] 

throw [TroU] 
[t5ro˘], [t5sro˘], 
[sro 5̆] 

- initial /T/ is treated as 
[t5], [t5s] or [s5] 

- /oU/ is monophthongised 
and lengthened 

[TroU] [tHroU] 

happen [hQp´n] [hQpEn] 
- unstressed /´/ is 

pronounced with its full 
vowel quality as /E/ 

[hQpEn] [hQp´n] 

leg [lEg] [l E k],[lEk|],[l E /] 
-     final /g/ is devoiced into 

/k/ and unreleased or 
treated as glottal stop 

[lEg|] [lEg|] 
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Hypothesized Pronunciation Actual 
Pronunciation Test 

Token Native 
Transcription Description Sing1 Sing2 

feature [fitS‘] [fItS‘] - long vowel /i/ is 
shortened 

[fitS‘] [fItS‘] 

poor [pHU´] [pHU´˘], [pHUA˘] 
-     the second component   

in the diphthong is 
lengthened 

[pHU´] [pHUa] 

staff [sta˘f] [st√f] - long vowel /a ˘/ is 
shortened 

[sta˘f] [st√f] 

than [DQn] [d5Qn], [z5Qn] 
- initial /D/ is treated as 

[d5] or [z 5] 
[DEn] [d5En] 

fill [fIl] [fIU] 
- post-vocalic /l/ is 

vocalized to [U] 
[fIu] [fIu] 

series [sIriz] [sIrIs],[sIrI] - final /z/ is devoiced or 
omitted 

[sIris] [sIris] 

allow [´laU] [ a l a U] 
- unstressed /´/ is 

pronounced with its full 
vowel quality as /a/ 

[´laU] [´laU] 

attend [´tHEnd] 
[Q t E n],[QtE], 
[QtEn/] 

- unstressed /´/ is 
pronounced with its full 
vowel quality as /Q/ 

- two final consonants are 
reduced to one or both 
are omitted or modified 
to glottal stop 

[´tHEn] [´tHEn] 

build [bIld] 
[bIUd], [bIU], 
[bIU/] 

- post-vocalic /l/ is 
vocalized to [U] 

- final /d/ is deleted or 
glottalised 

[bIu/] [bIu/] 

wife [waIf] 
[waIp|], [waI] 
[waI/] 

- final /f/ is replaced by 
[p|] or deleted or 
glottalised 

[waIf] [waIf] 

 

 

From Table 19, it can be seen that most of the hypothesized distinctive 

phonetic features are really used by Singaporean English speakers.  Among those, 

the deletion or glottalisation of final consonants are most frequently found.  For 

example, ‘oil’ as pronounced [çI], ‘decide’ as pronounced [dIsaI/], ‘leg’ as 

pronounced [lEg|], ‘attend’ as pronounced [´tHEn], ‘build’ as pronounced [bIu/] by 

both Singaporeans and ‘child’ as pronounced [tSaUl] by Singaporean1.  Besides, the 
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devoicing of final consonants is also produced in real pronunciation.  Examples are: 

‘arrive’ as pronounced [´raIf] and ‘series’ as pronounced [sIris] by both 

Singaporeans.  Other distinctive phonetic features found to be really pronounced are: 

the replacement of /U/ for post-vocalic /l/ in ‘child’ as pronounced [tSaUl] by 

Singaporean1 and [tSaUld] by Singaporean2, and in ‘fill’ as pronounced [fIu] by 

both Singaporeans; and unstressed /´/ pronounced with its full vowel quality in 

‘happen’ as pronounced [hQpEn] by Singaporean1. 

By contrast, only one of the hypothesized distinctive phonetic features is 

not used in real pronunciation of Singaporean English speakers.  It is the 

replacement of [t5] or [d5] for final /T/ which is hypothesized to be found in ‘both’.   

Likewise, it is found that some of the hypothesized distinctive phonetic 

features are similarly used in real pronunciation of both Singaporean English 

speakers whereas some are individually used.  In this regard, the shortening of long 

vowels is only found in the pronunciation Singaporean2.  For example, ‘each’ is 

pronounced as [ItS], ‘feature’ is pronounced as [fItS‘] and ‘staff’ is pronounced as 

[st√f].   

It should also be noticed that some of distinctive phonetic features that are 

not hypothesized to be used are used by these two Singaporean English speakers.  

They are: the change of diphthong /oU/ into /ç/ in ‘both’ as pronounced [bçT] by 

Singaporean2 and the change of vowel /Q/ into /E/ in ‘than’ as pronounced [DEn] by 

Singaporean1 and [d5En] by Singaporean2.  Regarding the latter, the fact that it is 

similarly used by both Singaporeans provokes an idea of a common practice when 

Singaporeans pronounce this word.  According to this, it could be hypothesized that 
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change of monophthong /Q/ into /E/ is a tentative feature to be recognized as a 

characteristic of Singapore English in the future.   

Finally, the hypothesized distinctive phonetic features are not found to be 

used at all in the following words: ‘both’, ‘defence’, ‘each’, ‘throw’, ‘feature’, ‘staff’ 

‘allow’ and ‘wife’ as pronounced by Singaporean1; and ‘defence’, ‘happen’, ‘allow’ 

and ‘wife’ as pronounced by Singaporean2.  This means the speakers approached 

the native pronunciation when they pronounced those words.  

 

5.2.2 Distinctive Phonetic Features Perceived by Thai Listeners (= What 

is Heard), Especially Those Causing Intelligibility Failures  

 

In this part, the pronunciation of both Singaporean English speakers as 

perceived by Thai listeners is examined through the written responses.  From the 20 

test tokens, the examination focuses only on the words retrieving incorrect written 

responses from at least 5 Thai listeners.  Based on them, the phonetic features 

causing intelligibility failures are analyzed.  The written responses for the words of 

Singaporean1 and Singaporean2 are presented in Tables 20 and 21.  (For the 

complete written responses, see Appendix I.) 
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Table 20: Written Responses Given by Thais Listening to Singaporean Speaker1 

Thai Listeners Target 
Word 

Transcription 
of Sing1 TL1 TL2 TL3 TL4 TL5 TL6 TL7 TL8 TL9 TL10 

both [ b o U T ] both broke book broke broke broke - - both broke 

decide [ d I s a I / ] decide beside beside beside desire decide beside beside beside beside 

child [ tS aUl] - shall shout shout shout child shall show show child 

arrive [ ´r aI f ] arrive arrive life light arrive alike alive alive alive arrive 

throw [ T r o U ] show throw show flow throw throw show show throw throw 

leg [ l E g | ] late leg red leg late neck - leg leg red 

feature [ f itS ‘] - feature teacher pitch feature teacher teacher teacher teacher chair 

than [ D E n ] bench bend tense bench then then - - when then 

fill [ f I u ] seal feel field full feels few feel hill feel fill 

series [ s I r is] - she cheese cheese release - - he - - 

wife [waI f ] Wive* wife wise white white write wise white right right 

*  the answers provided here are the exact responses given by the test takers. 
The italics represent correct answer, - = blank answer 

 

According to Table 20, among the 11 words, only ‘than’ is intelligible to 

none of Thais.  Besides, it is found that some words, such as ‘both’, ‘child’, ‘leg’, 

‘features’, ‘than’ and ‘series’ elicit incorrect responses in forms of blanks and 

substitutes whereas others elicit substitutes only.  Similar to those found in the 

responses of Singaporean listeners, the substitutes given by different Thais usually 

reflect sound features in common with how the target word is pronounced.  For 

example, the substitute responses for ‘wife’ are ‘wive’, ‘wise’, ‘white’, ‘write’ and 

‘right’.  Comparing with the target word, all of these words, except for ‘right’, have 

the sound /w/ as onset whereas without exception, they all have the sound /aI/ as 

nucleus.  It should be noticed that none of the substitutes has the same coda as the 

target word.  This can be implied that most Thai listeners realized the existence of 

the sounds /w/ and /aI/ as onset and nucleus of the word but did not recognize the 

sound of coda clearly.  As a result, they supplied the missing sound independently.  

It seems that most English words of Singaporean1 are recognized more or less along 
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this line by Thai listeners.  This can be inferred from the disagreement among 

substitutes for the same target word seen in most cases. 

 

Table 21: Written Responses Given by Thais Listening to Singaporean Speaker2 

Thai Listeners Target 
Word 

Transcription 
of Sing2 TL1 TL2 TL3 TL4 TL5 TL6 TL7 TL8 TL9 TL10 

both [ b çT ] bow book book above book book book book both bowl 

child [tSaUld] - saw shout shout shout child - - show child 

feature [ f I tS ‘] - feature - shirt t-shirt teacher feature feature feature picture 

staff [ s t √ f ] stop stop tough stop stop oak stop stop staff stop 

than [ D E n ] bend bend then send then pen bend - bell then 

fill [ f I u ] feel feel sell feel feel few fill few feel fill 

series [ s I r is] series TV beef beef TV he - - - series 

wife [ waIf ] white white white white white voice wise white wife white 

The italics represent correct answer, - = blank answer 
 

From Table 21, among the 8 words, ‘than’ is the only one that no Thais 

recognized correctly.  Besides, it is found that 4 words, which are ‘child’, ‘feature’, 

‘than’ and ‘series’ elicit incorrect responses in forms of blanks and substitutes 

whereas ‘both’, ‘staff’, ‘fill’ and ‘wife’ elicit substitutes only.  It can be seen that the 

majority of substitutes for ‘both’, ‘child’, ‘staff’, ‘fill’ and ‘wife’ are identical across 

different listeners.  This might be implied that Thai listeners tend to recognize some 

particular sound components in those words in the same way, which result in 

similarity in their perception of a whole word.      

It can be seen in general that the incorrect responses of Thai listeners are 

quite similar in nature to those of Singaporean listeners.  That is, there are 2 types: 

one that has substitutes of the target words and one that is left blank.  However, the 

smaller amount of blank responses and the bigger amount of substitute responses of 

Thai listeners suggests that fewer Thais than Singaporean listeners are completely 

lost at the words they heard.  Unfortunately, the disagreement in most of their 
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substitute responses provides a clue that they only recognized some phonetic 

features of sounds in the words of Singaporeans, not thoroughly.   

According to the information so far, the words that are unintelligible to 

Thai listeners can be categorized into 2 groups: those pronounced with distinctive 

phonetic features and those not pronounced with distinctive phonetic features.  The 

two groups are discussed separately in the followings. 

 

a. Words Pronounced with Distinctive Phonetic Features 

 

It can be seen that distinctive phonetic features caused the English 

speech of Singaporeans to sound different from the pronunciation of a native 

English speaker.  To prove whether they are also the cause of intelligibility failures, 

the relationship between the distinctive features found in the pronunciation of 

Singaporean English speakers and the substitutes given by Thai listeners are 

investigated.  In this regard, the substitute responses are selected according to the 

same criteria as taken in section 5.1.2 a.  Namely, only the recurrent substitutes, 

given by at least 2 listeners, are focused.  Table 22 demonstrates the correlation 

between distinctive phonetic features used by Singaporeans and the substitute 

responses given by Thais. 
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Table 22: Correlation between Distinctive Phonetic Features Used by Singaporeans and Substitute Responses Given by Thais 
 
 Test 

Tokens Transcription Distinctive Phonetic Features Used 
Recurrent 

Substitute Response 
by Thais 

Sounds Shared between Test Token and its Substitute 
Responses 

decide [dIsaI/] glottalisation of final /d/ beside 
/I/ as nucleus of the unstressed syllable;  
/s/ as onset and /aI/ as nucleus of the stressed syllable 

shout /a U/ as nucleus 
shall /l/ as coda child [ t S a U l ] 

change of diphthong /aI/ into /aU/; deletion 
of final consonant /d/ 

show - 

arrive [ ´ r a I f ] devoicing of final /v/ alive 
/´/ as nucleus of the unstressed syllable; 
/aI/ as nucleus of the stressed syllable 

late /l/ as onset 
leg [ l E g | ] unreleased /g/ 

red /E/ as nucleus 
then /D/ as onset; /E/ as nucleus and /n/ as coda 

than [DEn] change of monophthong /Q/ into /E/ 
bench /E/ as nucleus and /n/ as coda 

fill [fIu] replacement of /u/ for post-vocalic /l/ feel /f/ as onset 

Si
ng

ap
or

ea
n 

1 

series [ s I r i s ] devoicing of final /z/ cheese /i/ as nucleus and /s/ as coda of the stressed syllable 

both [ bçT] change of diphthong /oU/ into /ç/ book /b/ as onset and a back rounded vowel sound as nucleus 
child [ t SaUl d]] change of diphthong /aI/ into /aU/ shout /a U/ as nucleus 
staff [ s t √ f ] change of monophthong /A˘/ into /√/ stop /st/ as onset and an unrounded lax vowel sound as nucleus 

bend /E/ as nucleus and /n/ as coda 
than [DEn] change of monophthong /Q/ into /E/ 

then /D/ as onset; /E/ as nucleus and /n/ as coda 

feel /f/ as onset 
fill [fIu] replacement of /u/ for post-vocalic /l/ 

few /f/ as onset and /I u/ as nucleus  

TV two-syllabled word; /i/ as nucleus 

Si
ng

ap
or

ea
n 

2 

series [ s I r i s ] devoicing of final /z/ 
beef /i/ as nucleus of the stressed syllable 

* - Italics represent distinctive phonetic features not recognized as characteristics of Singapore English. 
   - Bolds represent distinctive phonetic features in substitute responses that correlate to those used by Thais
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According to Table 22, only some of the distinctive phonetic features 

used by Singaporeans are reflected in the substitute responses given by Thai1.  

Among those distinctive features, three are not recognized as characteristics of 

Singapore English.  They are: change of monophthong /Q/ into /E/in ‘than’ as 

pronounced by both Singaporeans; change of diphthong /oU/ into /ç/ in ‘both’ as 

pronounced by Singaporean2; and change of monophthong /a˘/ into /√ /in ‘staff’ as 

pronounced by Singaporean2.  It is found that only the sound /E/ is similarly reflected 

as nucleus in the substitute responses ‘then’, ‘bench’ and ‘bend’, which are for the 

target word ‘than’.  In contrast, the sound /ç/ is not reflected in ‘book’, the substitute 

response for ‘both’, and the sound /√ / is not reflected in ‘stop’, the substitute response 

for ‘staff’.  The former case, the presence of a direct correlation between change of 

monophthong /Q/ into /E/in ‘than’ and the substitute responses, proves that this 

distinctive phonetic feature has caused the listeners to recognize the word 

accordingly.  On the opposite side, the latter case, the lack of a direct correlation 

between change of diphthong /oU/ into /ç/ in ‘both’ and change of monophthong /a˘/ 

into /√ /in ‘staff’ and their substitute responses proves that these distinctive phonetic 

features are not the cause of intelligibility failures. 

As for distinctive phonetic features that are characteristics of Singapore 

English, all of those reflected in substitute responses present a direct correlation with 

the target word.  This can be perceived in the cases of ‘child’ and ‘fill’.  To begin 

with ‘child’, this word is pronounced as [tSaUl] by Singaporean1 and as [tSaUld] by 

Singaporean2, eliciting ‘shout’ as many as 6 out of 12 substitute responses.  It is 

noticeable that diphthong /aU/ is reflected in the substitute response ‘shout’.  As for 
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‘fill’, this word is pronounced as [fIu]by Singaporean2, eliciting ‘few’ as 2 substitute 

responses.  Likewise, replacement of /u/ for post-vocalic /l/ is reflected in the 

substitute response ‘few’.  Such a direct correlation proves that these two distinctive 

phonetic features are the key elements that misled listeners to incorrect responses.  

Therefore, they are the cause of intelligibility failures of Thai listeners towards 

Singaporean English speakers. 

It should be noticed that even though the following words of 

Singaporean1: ‘fill’, pronounced as [fIu]; ‘arrive’, pronounced as [´raIf]; ‘decide’, 

pronounced as [dIsaI/]; and ‘leg’, pronounced as [lEg|] contain distinctive phonetic 

features, the distinctive phonetic features are not reflected in substitute responses.  

Similarly, even though a word of Singaporean2: ‘series’, pronounced as [sIris] 

contains a distinctive phonetic feature, the distinctive phonetic feature is not 

reflected in substitute responses, either.  This information suggests that the 

distinctive phonetic features used by Singaporeans do not cause intelligibility 

failures in these cases.  Instead, there is evidence that the listeners did not recognize 

certain words correctly because they did not hear them clearly.  Examples can be 

perceived in substitute responses for ‘decide’ pronounced by Singaporean1 and 

‘series’ pronounced by Singaporean2. 

As for ‘decide’ which is pronounced as [dIsaI/], it can be seen that the 

substitutes for this word are nearly unanimous as ‘beside’.  The fact that Thai listeners 

provided the same responses with final /d/ as the sound of coda shows that the glottal 

quality used by Singaporean speakers does not harm intelligibility of this word.  The 

real problem is the onset /d/, which was taken as /b/ instead.  It should be noticed that 
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intelligibility failure occurs in the first syllable of the word, which is unstressed.  

Being unstressed, the syllable is lighter, shorter and lower in pitch than a stressed 

syllable.  Therefore, the status of being unstressed might be the actual cause of 

intelligibility failure since it makes the sound unclear to the listeners. 

Concerning ‘series’, which is pronounced as [sIris], this word of 

Singaporean2 elicits two substitute responses; ‘beef’ and ‘TV’.  While ‘series’ has 

two syllables, ‘beef’ has one.  This implies that Thai listeners failed to recognize 

even the number of the syllable of the word.  It seems that they only realized an 

existence of /i/ sound in the word.  The same thing is reflected in ‘TV’ despite the 

word having two syllables.  According to this fact, devoicing of final /z/ is not the 

cause of intelligibility failure as Thai listeners actually failed to recognize all other 

phonetic components of the word: onset, coda and number of syllables. 

In addition, there is also evidence that Thai listeners could recognize 

certain phonetic features in certain words as they are meant to be although 

Singaporean speakers pronounced them distinctively.  Example can be perceived in 

substitute responses for ‘arrive’ as pronounced by Singaporean1.    

The devoicing of final /v/ in ‘arrive’ as [´raIf] elicits a recurrent 

substitute response ‘alive’ 3 out of all 6.  It is obvious that Thai listeners recognized 

the sound of this final consonant accurately as /v/ as it is meant to be, even though it 

is devoiced by the speaker.  Besides, the more interesting phonetic feature in the 

word turns to be /r/ rather than the final /v/.  It should be noticed that /l/ replaced /r/ 

in this substitute.  This shows that the main cause of intelligibility failure in this 

word lies in the /r/ sound, not the final /v/ sound. 
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To summarize, only 2 words of each Singaporean speaker: ‘than’ and 

‘child’ have been proved to be unintelligible because of the distinctive features used 

in pronunciation. 

According to the information in Table 20, there are 11 words of 

Singaporean1 that are unintelligible to at least 5 from 10 Thai listeners.  Since it has 

been proved that only 2 words of Singaporean1 are unintelligible due to the use of 

distinctive phonetic features, the proportion of this type of words to the words 

unintelligible to Thai listeners is 2:11.  This means 18.2 percent of words 

unintelligible to Thai listeners is proved to be the direct result of the use of 

distinctive phonetic features.  According to this data, intelligibility failures towards 

Singaporean1 caused by distinctive phonetic features are rather small in number 

comparing with those caused by other factors. 

It is also demonstrated in Table 21 that there are 8 words of 

Singaporean2 that are unintelligible to at least 5 from 10 Thai listeners.  Since it has 

been proved that only 2 words of Singaporean2 are unintelligible due to the use of 

distinctive phonetic features, the proportion of this type of words to the words 

unintelligible Thai listeners is 2:8.  This means 25.0 percent of words unintelligible 

to Thai listeners is proved to be the direct result of the use of distinctive phonetic 

features.  These figures suggest that a quarter of intelligibility failures towards 

Singaporean2 is caused by the use of distinctive phonetic features. 

This finding is similar to that in the case of Singaporean listeners.  That 

is, distinctive phonetic features are not the only one important factor that causes 

intelligibility failures between Thai listeners and Singaporean English speakers.  It 

is clear from the above examples that more words of Singaporean speakers are 

unintelligible because Thai listeners missed some sound components of the words.  
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Therefore, it might be stated that more intelligibility failures are caused by listener’s 

perception than by distinctive phonetic features used by speakers in communication 

between Singaporean English speakers and Thai listeners.   

Regarding the common pattern of distinctive phonetic features causing 

intelligibility failures between Thai listeners and Singaporean English speakers, 

there are 2 general observations that should be noted.  First, the words with 

distinctive features of vowels are usually found to be unintelligible to Thai listeners.  

Examples are ‘than’ and ‘child’ as pronounced by both Singaporeans.  Second, very 

few distinctive phonetic features of final consonants are found to cause the word 

unintelligible.  Examples are ‘arrive’ and ‘decide’ as pronounced by Singaporean1.  

This might be the result of the fact that final consonant omission is also a common 

practice of Thai English speakers.  Therefore, Thais tend not to rely much on sound 

features of a final consonant in their recognition of a word.    

   

b. Words Not Pronounced with Distinctive Phonetic Features 

 

It is shown in Tables 19, 20 and 21 that there are five words 

pronounced by Singaporeans with native-like pronunciation yet still unintelligible to 

Singaporean listeners.  The words are ‘both’, ‘throw’, ‘feature’ and ‘wife’ 

pronounced by Singaporean1 and ‘wife’ pronounced by Singaporean2.  To find out 

the cause, the relationship between the phonetic features in the test tokens 

pronounced by Singaporean English speakers and the substitutes given by Thai 

listeners is investigated.  The results are shown in the following table.  
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Table 23: Correlation between Phonetic Features in the Test Tokens Pronounced by 

Singaporeans and Substitute Responses Given by Thais 

 Test 
Tokens Transcription Recurrent Substitute 

Responses by Thais 
Sounds Shared between Test Token and Its 

Substitute Responses 
broke /b/ as onset; /o/ as nucleus 

both [ b o U T ] ] 
book /b/ as onset; back vowel as nucleus 
show fricative sound as onset; /o/ as nucleus 

throw [T r o U] 
flow fricative cluster as onset; /o/ as nucleus 

teacher high front vowel as nucleus of the 1st syllable; 
/tS/ as onset; [‘] as nucleus of the 2nd syllable 

pitch labial consonant as onset; /I/ as nucleus;  
/tS/ sound 

feature [f I t S ‘] 

chair /tS/ as onset (the 2nd syllable of the test token) 

wise /w/ as onset; /aI/ as nucleus;  
fricative consonant as coda 

white /w/ as onset; /aI/ as nucleus 

write /aI/ as nucleus 

Si
ng

1 

wife [ waIf ] 

right /aI/ as nucleus 

white /w/ as onset; /aI/ as nucleus 

voice labial consonant as onset; fricative consonant 
as coda 

Si
ng

2 wife [ waIf ] 

wise /w/ as onset; /aI/ as nucleus; fricative 
consonant as coda

 

According to Table 23, it can be seen that even though the substitute 

responses for the same test tokens are various, they share some phonetic features 

with the test tokens themselves.  To begin with ‘both’ pronounced by Singaporean1, 

its substitute responses are ‘broke’ and ‘book’.  Comparing with the target word, 

both of them have /b/ as onset and a back vowel as nucleus. 

 In case of ‘throw’ pronounced by Singaporean1, its substitute 

responses are ‘show’ and ‘flow’.  Comparing with the target word, both of them 

have a fricative sound as onset and /o/ as nucleus. 

As for ‘feature’ pronounced by Singaporean1, its substitute 

responses are ‘teacher’, ‘pitch’ and ‘chair’.  Comparing with the target word, 
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‘teacher’ has a front vowel as nucleus of the 1st syllable, /t S/ as onset and [‘] as 

nucleus of the 2nd syllable; ‘pitch’ has labial consonant as onset; /I/ as nucleus and 

contains /t S/ sound; and ‘chair’ has /t S/ as onset which is found in the 2nd syllable of 

the test token.  What all substitute responses share is the /t S/ sound. 

Regarding ‘wife’ pronounced by Singaporean1 and 2, its substitute 

responses are ‘wise’, ‘white’, ‘write’, ‘right’ and ‘voice’.  Comparing with the target 

word, ‘wise’ and ‘white’ have the /w/ sound as onset whereas ‘voice’ have labial 

consonant as onset.  Except for ‘voice’, all of them have the vowel /aI/ as nucleus 

but only ‘wise’ and ‘voice’ have fricative consonant as coda. 

According to the information above, it is found that listeners, 

Singaporeans or Thais alike, sometimes fail to recognize some phonetic features of 

sounds in the words even though they are not distinctive ones.  The correlation 

between the phonetic features as presented in the table clarifies that the substitutes 

are resulted from the listeners’ assumption based on certain phonetic features they 

could recognize.  These findings, therefore, reaffirm the idea that the use of 

distinctive phonetic features is not a major cause of intelligibility failures between 

Singaporean and Thai English speakers. 

 

5.3 Summary of the Findings 

 

To summarize the overall findings, 3 observations are made according to 

the results from the two subject groups.  First of all, among the unintelligible words 

either of Singaporean or Thai English speakers, more are pronounced with 
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distinctive phonetic features than without.  Looking closely into the words 

pronounced with distinctive phonetic features, very few of the distinctive phonetic 

features are really the cause of intelligibility failures. 

Secondly, two third of the distinctive phonetic features having been 

proved to cause the words of Thai speakers to be unintelligible to Singaporean 

listeners are uniquely used by Thais, hence, not found in Singapore English.  These 

features are replacement of /w/ for /v/ in ‘very’ and replacement of /t S/ for /S/ in 

‘share’.  Since Singaporeans do not use these two distinctive phonetic features in 

their variety, it is logical that they did not recognize ‘very’ and ‘share’ correctly 

when Thais pronounced them as [wErI] and [tSQ˘r].  In similar nature, one of the 

distinctive phonetic features proved to cause the words of Singaporean speakers to 

be unintelligible to Thai listeners is uniquely used by Singaporeans, hence, not 

found in Thai English, either.  The feature is the change of monophthong /Q/ into /E/ 

in ‘than’.  Since Thais do not practice this distinctive phonetic feature, they did not 

realize that Singaporean speaker was saying the word ‘than’ if it were pronounced 

as /DEn/. 

Lastly, 2 distinctive phonetic features proved to be the cause of 

intelligibility failures between Singaporean and Thai English speakers are found to 

be shared characteristics of both varieties.  These features are dentalization of /d/ 

substituting for /D/ in ‘them’; and change of diphthong /aI/ into /aU/ in ‘child’.  It is 

interesting why such distinctive phonetic features could even block intelligibility 

between these speakers despite the fact that they are equally common in both 

varieties.  The feasible explanation would involve a mismatch between the speakers 

and the distinctive phonetic features they produced.  The fact that Singapore English 
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and Thai English have these two distinctive phonetic features as parts of their 

characteristics brings out the idea of general practice of the speakers within their 

speech community.  As a result of this, they are supposed to recognize these two 

features whenever they hear them from their community fellows.  However, because 

of the lack of knowledge about the characteristic phonetic features shared between 

the two varieties, they might not expect to find such features in the speech of the 

outsiders, in this case, the speakers of their counterpart variety.  Therefore, their 

recognition of a word would primarily rely on the acoustic signal by which the 

standard model of pronunciation is taken as reference, instead of their local model.  

As a result, they fail to recognize the speech sound as it is meant to be.  Their 

familiarity with the features does not help with intelligibility since it was not 

extended beyond their community.  

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

 

6.1 Conclusion 

 

This study was aimed to investigate intelligibility of English speech 

between Singaporean and Thai English speakers.  The investigation scope was 

limited to word recognition level by using phonemic contrast elicitation test as the 

instrument and dictation as the method.  In addition to comparing intelligibility 

levels between speakers of these two varieties of English, the study is aimed to 

investigate phonetic features that are the cause of intelligibility failures between 

them.  

The results of this research study show that, at word level, intelligibility 

scores of Singaporean English speakers towards Thai English speakers remains at 

approximately 57 percent where as those of Thai English speakers towards 

Singaporean English speakers are approximately at 44.25 percent.  However, both 

are considered moderately sufficient for communication.  In addition, between the 

two speaker groups, Singaporeans have higher intelligibility level towards Thai 

English speakers than Thais do towards Singaporean English speakers.  This means 

Singaporeans understand Thai English better than Thais do Singapore English and, 

therefore, the hypothesis stated in Chapter I has been confirmed. 

Regarding phonetic features blocking intelligibility, only 3 distinctive 

features, namely, replacement of /w/ for /v/ in ‘very’; replacement of /t S/ for /S/ in 

‘share’; and dentalization of /d/ substituting for /D/ in ‘them’ can be proved to be the 
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cause of intelligibility failures of Singaporean listeners towards Thai speakers.  On 

the other side, only 2 distinctive features, namely, change of monophthong /Q/ into 

/E/ in ‘than’ and change of diphthong /aI/ into /aU/ in ‘child’ can be proved to be the 

cause of intelligibility failures of Thai listeners towards Singaporean speakers. 

It is also found that some words with native-like pronunciation are also 

unintelligible to listeners, Singaporeans and Thais alike.  Such findings are evidence 

that the distinctive phonetic features alone cannot block intelligibility between 

speakers from different varieties of English since intelligibility failures could result 

from other factors as well.   

 

6.2 Implication 

 

The implication of this study is concerned with 2 aspects: one of English 

as an international language and the other of English language teaching. 

 

6.2.1 Implication for English as an International Language 

 

The finding that Singaporean and Thai English speakers moderately 

understand each other despite the use of distinctive phonetic features of their own 

varieties implies that there remains intelligibility between non-native English 

speakers from the outer circle and the expanding circle.  Therefore, the idea that 

English might be disintegrated into mutually unintelligible languages due to 

emergence of new varieties seems to lack supporting evidence here.  Besides, since 

rather a few of intelligibility failures are actually caused by the use of distinctive 
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phonetic features, an attempt to establish a lingua franca core as initiated by Jenkins 

(2001; 2004) might not be necessary in enhancing intelligibility of English speech 

between speakers from different varieties.  Rather, exposure to more varieties should 

be emphasized because it helps facilitate listener’s perception, a major source of 

intelligibility failures. 

 

6.2.2 Implication for English Language Teaching 

 

The results of the study will be beneficial to the English language 

teaching as follows. 

 

6.2.2.1 Curriculum Design 

 

Since it is found that the standard native-speaker pronunciation does 

not guarantee intelligibility between non-L1 English speakers, other practical 

model(s) of English pronunciation should be considered to be included in the 

curriculum.  In this regard, it is necessary to consider first which model(s) will be 

practical in real communication in the environment of the language learners.  This 

idea is in agreement with several linguists (Kachru, 1983, 1986 and 1987; 

Kenworthy, 1987; Strevens, 1992; Crystal, 1997; Jenkins, 2001; Kachru and Nelson, 

2001; Bent and Bradlow, 2003), who raise the question of intelligibility as “to 

whom?”  With this consideration, it will be ensured that the curriculum answers the 

communicative goals of language learners.  Also, the status of English as an 

international language is re-emphasized. 
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6.2.2.2 Teaching Materials 

 

In consequence of the curriculum design, a variety of pronunciation 

models of English should be employed in the class.  This will allow the language 

learners exposure to more varieties of English.  According to Lee (2004), a lot of 

experience to various pronunciations of English helps promote learner’s 

intelligibility towards speakers from different language background.   

 

6.2.2.3 Testing and Evaluation 

 

The assessment and evaluation in language teaching should be in 

correspondent to the aim of the course and teaching materials.  That is, the criteria 

for pass and fail should not rely on the achievement of learners to communicate 

successfully with native English speakers alone.  Rather, they should also be able to 

recognize the utterance of English speakers whose pronunciation is different from 

that of native English speakers, as well, given that English is now an international 

language.   

 

6.3 Suggestions for Further Study 

 

There are some suggestions for further study as follows.   

First of all, a broader scale should be investigated in similar studies.  For 

example, the studies might investigate intelligibility between the same groups of 

English speakers but at phrase, sentence or text level.   
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Secondly, the focus could be shifted to other population, such as between 

other two groups of English speakers.  According to this, population could be 

English speakers from different countries in the outer circles or expanding circle or 

one is from a country in the outer circle and another is from a country in the 

expanding circle. 

  With further studies, intelligibility of English speech between speakers 

from different varieties of English will be investigated in various aspects.  In case 

the findings of those studies are in the same direction as those of the present one, the 

idea of distinctive phonetic features as being a minor factor hindering intelligibility 

between English speakers from different varieties will be re-assured.  More 

importantly, all of the findings will enhance the understanding about intelligibility 

of English speech in real situation in the context of World Englishes.  
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Appendix A 
 

 
Questionnaire for Singaporean Subjects 

Survey Questionnaire on Experiences in English 
 
Name:____________________________________ 
Age: _____________________________________ 
Sex: _____________________________________ 
Highest Education__________________________ 
Occupation________________________________ 
Number of years studying English ______________ 
 
 
Instruction: Please answer all of the questions. 

1. Have you ever been living abroad in any English speaking country for at 
least 3 years? 
_____ Yes.  Specify the country ______________________ 
_____ No. 
  

2. How often do you have any chances to communicate verbally with any 
foreigners using English as a medium? 
_____ Daily. 
 _____ Weekly. 
 _____ Monthly. 
_____ Yearly.  
 _____ Less frequent than all of the above 
  

3. Have you ever had any chances to interact with Thais in English? 
_____ Yes. 
_____ No. 
 

4. How often do you have the contact in number 3? 
_____ Daily. 
 _____ Weekly. 
 _____ Monthly. 
_____ Yearly.  

 _____ Less frequent than all of the above 
 
5. When did your most recent encounter with Thais occur? 
 

__________________________________________________________ 
 

6. For how long did that most recent encounter with Thais last? 
 

__________________________________________________________ 
 

Thank you! 
��� 
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Appendix B 
 

 
Questionnaire for Thai Subjects 

Survey Questionnaire on Experiences in English 
 
Name:____________________________________ 
Age: _____________________________________ 
Sex: _____________________________________ 
Highest Education__________________________ 
Occupation________________________________ 
Number of years studying English ______________ 
 
 
Instruction: Please answer all of the questions. 

1. Have you ever been living abroad in any English speaking country for at 
least 3 years? 
_____ Yes.  Specify the country ______________________ 
_____ No. 
  

2. How often do you have any chances to communicate verbally with any 
foreigners using English as a medium? 
_____ Daily. 
 _____ Weekly. 
 _____ Monthly. 
_____ Yearly.  
 _____ Less frequent than all of the above 
  

3. Have you ever had any chances to interact with Singaporeans in English? 
_____ Yes. 
_____ No. 
 

4. How often do you have the contact in number 3? 
_____ Daily. 
 _____ Weekly. 
 _____ Monthly. 
_____ Yearly.  

 _____ Less frequent than all of the above 
 
5. When did your most recent encounter with Singaporeans occur? 
 

__________________________________________________________ 
 

6. For how long did that most recent encounter with Singaporeans last? 
 

__________________________________________________________ 
 

Thank you! 
��� 
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Appendix C 
Backgrounds of Singaporean Subjects       

           

Subject 
Code Age Sex Highest 

Education* Occupation

No. of 
Years 

Studying 
English 

Experience in 
Living Abroad in 
English Speaking 

Country 

Chance to Communicate 
Verbally with Foreigners in 

English 

Chance to Interact 
with Thais 

Most Recent Chance to Interact 
with Thais in English 

Duration of the 
Chance 

S1m 21 M A Level Student 12 No Less than yearly Less than yearly 2 years ago 1 week 
S2m 23 M University Student 20 No Less than yearly Less than yearly 15 years ago 2 weeks 
S3m 24 M Undergraduate Student 18 No Yearly Less than yearly 4 years ago A few minutes 
S4m 22 M A Level Student 13 No Less than yearly Less than yearly A few months ago A few minutes 
S5m 21 M A Level Student 12 No Yearly None - - 
S1f 21 F Junior College Student 21 No Weekly Less than yearly July 2004 (1 year ago) 3 days 
S2f 20 F Undergraduate Student 12 No Less than yearly Less than yearly Aug. - Nov. 2003 (2 years ago) A few months 
S3f 21 F Undergraduate Student 12 No Less than yearly None - - 
S4f 19 F A Level Student 12 No Less than yearly Less than yearly Year 2001 (4 years ago) 1 day 

S5f 25 F Undergraduate Student 18 No Monthly None - - 

           
* All Singaporean subjects are university students at the present time but their answers are various due to their different interpretation of 'highest education'. 
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Appendix D          
Backgrounds of Thai Subjects        
           

Subject 
Code Age Sex Highest 

Education* Occupation

No. of 
Years 

Studying 
English 

Experience in 
Living Abroad in 
English Speaking 

Country 

Chance to Communicate 
Verbally with Foreigners in

English 

Chance to Interact 
with Singaporeans

Most Recent Chance to Interact 
with Singaporeans in English 

Duration of 
the Chance 

T1m 25 M Master's Degree Student 7 USA Weekly Less than yearly Last year 1 month 
T2m 23 M Master's Degree Student 12 No Monthly Less than yearly 2 months ago 1 month 
T3m 27 M Master's Degree Student 18 No Monthly None - - 
T4m 27 M Master's Degree Student 21 No Monthly Less than yearly 5 months ago 3 weeks 
T5m 23 M Master's Degree Student 12 No Yearly Less than yearly 3 months ago 1-2 weeks 
T1f 24 F Master's Degree Student 20 No Monthly Less than yearly 4 months ago 1 month 
T2f 23 F Master's Degree Student 18 No Less than yearly None - - 
T3f 25 F Master's Degree Student 20 USA Monthly None - - 
T4f 26 F Master's Degree Student 23 No Monthly Less than yearly 3 months ago 2-3 hours 

T5f 27 F Master's Degree Student 15 No Weekly Less than yearly 3 months ago 3 weeks 

 
* All Thai subjects are first-year graduate students at the present time. 
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Appendix E 
 

Details of the Selected Words  
 

The tables below provide details of the selected words, the target distinctive phonetic features 
and the tentative pronunciation and responses by the informants. 
 
The Selected Words for Singaporean Speakers 
 

Selected 
Words Target Distinctive Phonetic Features 

Tentative 
Pronunciation 

by Singaporean 
Speakers 

Tentative 
Responses by 

Thai Listeners* 

 
1. oil     

               
2. both 
 
 
 
 
3. decide 
 
 
4. child 
 
 
 
5. arrive 
 
 
 
 
 
6. defence 
 
 
 
7. each 
 
 
 
8. throw 

 
- final /l/ is deleted 
 
- /oU/ is monophthongised and 

lenghtened 
- /T/ is replaced by [t|5]or [d5]  
 
- final /d/ is devoiced or deleted or 

treated as glottal stop 
 
- post-vocalic /l/ is vocalized to [ U ] 

or omitted 
- final /d/ is omitted 
 
- unstressed /´/ is pronounced with 

its full vowel quality as /a/ 
- final /v/ is devoiced or treated as 

glottal stop 
 
- two final consonants are reduced to 

one or both are omitted or modified 
to glottal stop 

  
- long vowel /i/ is shortened 
- final /t S/ is replaced by [t|] or 

glottalised 
 
- initial /T/ is treated as [t 5], [t 5 s] or [s5] 
- /oU/ is monophthongised and 

lengthened 

 
[oI] 
 
[bo˘t5|], [bo ˘d 55] 
 
 
 
 
[dIsaIt|], [d Is a I /] 
 
 
[tSa Ud], [t Sa I d], 
[tSa U], [t Sa I] 
 
 
[a R a I f], [a R a I /] 
 
 
 
 
[dIfEn], [dIfE/], 
[dIfEn/], [dIfE] 
 
[It|], [I /] 
 
 
 
[t5ro˘], [ t 5sro˘], 
[ sro 5̆] 

 
oil 
 
both, boat, bode 
 
 
 
 
decide, design 
 
 
child, shout, shy, 
shine, Charles 
 
 
 
arrive, alive, 
alike, arise 
 
 
 
 
defence,  defend 
 
 
each, eat, it 
 
 
 
throw, troll, slow 
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Selected 
Words Target Distinctive Phonetic Features 

Tentative 
Pronunciation 

by Singaporean 
Speakers 

Tentative 
Responses by 

Thai Listeners* 

 
9. happen 
 
 
 
10. leg 
 
 
11. feature 
 
 
12. poor 
 
 
 
13. staff 
 
14. than 
 
15. fill 
 
 
16. series 
 
 
17. allow 
 
 
18. attend 
 
 
 
 
 
 
19. build 
 
 
20 wife 
 

 
- unstressed /´/ is pronounced with 

its full vowel quality as /E/ 
 
- final /g/ is devoiced into /k/ and 

unreleased or treated as glottal stop 
 
 
- long vowel /i/ is shortened 
 
- the second component in the 

diphthong is lengthened 
 
 
- long vowel /a ˘/ is shortened 
 
- initial /D/ is treated as [d 5] or [z 5] 
 
- post-vocalic /l/ is vocalized to [ U ] 
 
 
- final /z/ is devoiced or omitted 
 
- unstressed /´/ is pronounced with 

its full vowel quality as /a/ 
 
- unstressed /´/ is pronounced with 

its full vowel quality as /Q/ 
- two final consonants are reduced to 

one or both are omitted or modified 
to glottal stop 

 
- post-vocalic /l/ is vocalized to [ U ] 
- final /d/ is deleted or glottalised 
 
- final /f/ is replaced by [p|] or 

deleted or glottalised 

 
[hQpEn] 
 
 
 
[lEk], [l Ek |], [lE/] 
 
 
[fIt S‘] 
 
 
[pHU´˘], [pHUA˘] 
 
 
[st √f] 
 
[d5Qn], [z5Qn] 
 
[f IU] 
 
 
[sI rIs], [sIrI] 
 
[a la U] 
 
 
[QtEn], [Q tE] 
[QtEn/] 
 
 
 
 
[bIUd], [b I U] 
[bIU/] 
 
[wa Ip|], [wa I] 
[wa I/] 

 
happen, have 
been 
 
 
leg, lake 
 
 
feature, fisher 
 
 
 
poor 
 
 
staff, stuff 
 
than, Dan, sand 
 
fill, few, feel, 
field 
 
series 
 
 
allow, aloud 
 
 
attend, at ten 
 
 
 
 
build, built, bill, 
billed 
 
 
wife, white, 
wise, wide, why 
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The Selected Words for Thai Speakers 
 

Selected 
Words Target Distinctive Phonetic Features 

Tentative 
Pronunciation 

by Thai 
Speakers 

Tentative 
Responses by 
Singaporean 
Listeners* 

 
1. share 
 
 
 
 
2. train 
 
 
3. already 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. field 
 
 
 
5. join 
 
 
6. food 
 
 
7. very 
 
 
 
 
8. bill 
 
 
 
9. them 
 
 
 
10. while 

 
- initial /S/ is replaced by [t˛ H] 
- lax /E/ is treated as tense and 

lengthened 
- final /r/ is omitted 
 
- /e I/ is monophthongised and 

lengthened 
 
- post-vocalic /l/ is vocalized to [U] 
- /r/ is replaced by trill [r0] or /l/ 
- lax /E/ is treated as tense and 

lengthened 
- ending vowel /I/ is lengthened 
 
- post-vocalic /l/ is vocalized to [U] 
- final /d/ is omitted 
 
- /dZ/ is devoiced or replaced by [t ˛] 
- final /n/ is omitted 
 
- final /d/ is devoiced into /t/ and the 

/t/ is unreleased 
 
- /v/ is replaced by /w/ 
- lax /E/ is treated as tense and 

lengthened 
 
- /I/ is lengthened 
- post-vocalic /l/ is vocalized to [U] 
 
- /D/ is replaced by [t H], [s], or [d] 
- lax /E/ is treated as tense and 

lengthened 
 
- post-vocalic /l/ is vocalized to [U] or 

omitted 

 
[t ˛HE˘] 
 
 
 
 
[tHre˘n] 
 
 
[ç r0E˘d i],[çUr0E˘di] 
[ç lE˘di],[ç UlE˘d i] 
 
 
 
 
 
[f iu], [fiud] 
 
 
[t ˛ç In], [t˛ ç I ] 
 
 
[f ut|] 
 
 
[wE˘ri] 
 
 
 
[b iu] 
 
 
 
[t HE˘m], [s5E˘m], 
[d 5E˘m] 
 
 
[wa U], [wa I] 

 
share, chair 
 
 
 
 
train, trend 
 
 
already 
 
 
 
 
 
 
field, few, fill, 
feel 
 
 
join, joy 
 
 
food, foot 
 
 
weary 
 
 
 
bill, build 
 
 
 
them, tame 
 
 
while, why, 
white, wide, 
wine, wow 
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Selected 
Words Target Distinctive Phonetic Features 

Tentative 
Pronunciation 

by Thai 
Speakers 

Tentative 
Responses by 
Singaporean 
Listeners* 

 
11. thank 
 
 
12. prime 
 
 
13. involve 
 
 
 
 
14. mother 
 
 
 
 
 
15. foot 
 
 
16. appear 
 
17. future 
 
 
18. watch 
 
 
19. prove 
 
 
20 film 

 
- /T/ is replaced by [t H] 0r [s] 
- final /k/ is omitted 
 
- final /m/ is omitted 
 
- /v/ is replaced by /w/ 
- post-vocalic /l/ is vocalized to [U] 
- final /v/ is devoiced into /f/ or 

replaced by [p|] or glottalised 
 
- lax /√/ is treated as tense and 

lengthened 
- /D/ is replaced by [t H], [s], or [d] 
- /‘/ is changed to /´/ 
 
- /U/ is lengthened 
- final /t/ is unreleased 
 
- /‘/ is changed to /´/ 
 
- /tS/ is replaced by [t˛ H] 
- /‘/ is changed to /´/ 
 
- final /tS/ is replaced by [t |] 
 
 
- final /v/ is devoiced into /f/ or 

replaced by [p|]  
 
- /l/ is omitted 
 

 
[tHQNk], [tHQN], 
[sQN k], [sQN] 
 
[p HraI ] 
 
[InwoUf], 
[InwoUp|], 
[InwoU/]  
 
 
[mAt H´], [mAs´], 
[mAd´ ] 
 
 
[f ut|] 
 
 
[´ pHI´] 
 
 
[f IUt ˛ H‘] 
 
 
[wç t|] 
 
 
[p Hruf], [pHrup|]  
 
 
[f im] 

 
thank, tank, sank, 
sang 
  
prime, pride, pry 
 
involve 
 
 
 
 
 
mother 
 
 
 
 
foot, food 
 
appear 
 
 
 
future 
 
 
watch, what, 
wash 
 
proof 
 
 
film 

 
Remarks: * Since some distinctive features are shared between Singapore English and Thai 
English, they are expected not to block intelligibility.  As such, the correct responses are 
included in this table.  However, other possible responses expected to appear in the answer 
sheets are based on characteristics of each variety, which could influence the listeners’ 
phonetic realization.  Besides, null responses are possible in all cases; this means the listeners 
completely do not recognize the speech sounds. 
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Appendix F 

 
Models of Test Tokens  

 
I. Sentences for Singaporean and  
   native English speakers 
The target words are written in italics.   
 
1. He said the word oil. 
2. He said the word both. 
3. He said the word decide. 
4. He said the word child. 
5. He said the word arrive. 
6. He said the word defence. 
7. He said the word each. 
8. He said the word throw. 
9. He said the word happen. 
10. He said the word leg. 
11. He said the word feature. 
12. He said the word poor. 
13. He said the word staff. 
14. He said the word than. 
15. He said the word fill. 
16. He said the word series. 
17. He said the word allow. 
18. He said the word attend. 
19. He said the word build. 
20. He said the word wife. 
 

II. Sentences for Thai and native  
     English speakers 
The target words are written in italics.   
 
1. He said the word share. 
2. He said the word train. 
3. He said the word already. 
4. He said the word field. 
5. He said the word join. 
6. He said the word food. 
7. He said the word very. 
8. He said the word bill. 
9. He said the word them. 
10. He said the word while. 
11. He said the word thank. 
12. He said the word prime. 
13. He said the word involve. 
14. He said the word mother. 
15. He said the word foot. 
16. He said the word appear. 
17. He said the word future. 
18. He said the word watch. 
19. He said the word prove. 
20. He said the word film. 

 
 

@@@@@ 
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Appendix G 
 

Presentation of the Test Tokens* 
 
 
1. Sentences for Thai Listeners   2. Sentences for Singaporean Listeners 
 
1. He said the word feature. NS-11 
2. He said the word defence. NS-6 
3. He said the word oil. S2-1 
4. He said the word series. S1-16 
5. He said the word wife. S2-20 
6. He said the word than. S2-14 
7. He said the word throw. NS-8 
8. He said the word happen. S1-9 
9. He said the word both. S1-2 
10. He said the word staff. NS-13 
11. He said the word fill. S1-15 
12. He said the word each. S2-7 
13. He said the word attend. S2-18 
14. He said the word feature. S1-11 
15. He said the word build. NS-19 
16. He said the word feature. S2-11 
17. He said the word defence. S1-6 
18. He said the word arrive. S1-5 
19. He said the word oil. NS-1 
20. He said the word both. NS-2 
21. He said the word poor. S1-12 
22. He said the word throw. S2-8 
23. He said the word wife. S1-20 
24. He said the word decide. S1-3 
25. He said the word fill. NS-15 
26. He said the word poor. NS-12 
27. He said the word decide. NS-3 
28. He said the word happen. S2-9 
29. He said the word child. S2-4 
30. He said the word staff. S1-13 
31. He said the word than. NS-14 
32. He said the word allow. NS-17 
33. He said the word attend. NS-18 
34. He said the word throw. S1-8 
35. He said the word leg. S1-10 
36. He said the word than. S1-14 
37. He said the word build. S2-19 
38. He said the word both. S2-2 
39. He said the word decide. S2-3 
40. He said the word each. S1-7 
41. He said the word allow. S1-17 
42. He said the word child. S1-4 

1. He said the word thank. NS-11 
2. He said the word food. NS-6 
3. He said the word share. T1-1 
4. He said the word appear. T2-16 
5. He said the word film. T1-20 
6. He said the word mother. T1-14 
7. He said the word bill. NS-8 
8. He said the word them. T2-9 
9. He said the word train. T2-2 
10. He said the word involve. NS-13 
11. He said the word foot. T2-15 
12. He said the word very. T1-7 
13. He said the word watch. T1-18 
14. He said the word thank. T2-11 
15. He said the word prove. NS-19 
16. He said the word thank. T1-11 
17. He said the word food. T2-6 
18. He said the word join. T2-5 
19. He said the word share. NS-1 
20. He said the word train. NS-2 
21. He said the word prime. T2-12 
22. He said the word bill. T1-8 
23. He said the word film. T2-20 
24. He said the word already. T2-3 
25. He said the word foot. NS-15 
26. He said the word prime. NS-12 
27. He said the word already. NS-3 
28. He said the word them. T1-9 
29. He said the word field. T1-4 
30. He said the word involve. T2-13 
31. He said the word mother. NS-14 
32. He said the word future. NS-17 
33. He said the word watch. NS-18 
34. He said the word bill. T2-8 
35. He said the word while. T2-10 
36. He said the word mother. T2-14 
37. He said the word prove. T1-19 
38. He said the word train. T1-2 
39. He said the word already. T1-3 
40. He said the word very. T2-7 
41. He said the word future. T2-17 
42. He said the word field. T2-4 
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43. He said the word poor. S2-12 
44. He said the word defence. S2-6 
45. He said the word arrive. S2-5 
46. He said the word wife. NS-20 
47. He said the word happen. NS-9 
48. He said the word series. NS-16 
49. He said the word oil. S1-1 
50. He said the word allow. S2-17 
51. He said the word leg. NS-10 
52. He said the word series. S2-16 
53. He said the word fill. S2-15 
54. He said the word each. NS-7 
55. He said the word attend. S1-18 
56. He said the word arrive. NS-5 
57. He said the word staff. S2-13 
58. He said the word child. NS-4 
59. He said the word build. S1-19 
60. He said the word leg. S2-10 

43. He said the word prime. T1-12 
44. He said the word food. T1-6 
45. He said the word join. T1-5 
46. He said the word film. NS-20 
47. He said the word them. NS-9 
48. He said the word appear. NS-16 
49. He said the word share. T2-1 
50. He said the word future. T1-17 
51. He said the word while. NS-10 
52. He said the word appear. T1-16 
53. He said the word foot. T1-15 
54. He said the word very. NS-7 
55. He said the word watch. T2-18 
56. He said the word join. NS-5 
57. He said the word involve. T1-13 
58. He said the word field. NS-4 
59. He said the word prove. T2-19 
60. He said the word while. T1-10 

 
 
Remarks: -  Italics specify code for test tokens. 

• NS = native speaker 
• S1 = Singaporean speaker No. 1 
• S2 = Singaporean speaker No. 2 
• T1 = Thai speaker No. 1 
• T2 = Thai speaker No. 2 

- Numbers indicate the order of sentences in Appendix VI 
• Sentences for Thai listeners are based on Model I 
• Sentences for Singaporean listeners are based on Model II 
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Written Response: Singaporeans Listening to Native and Thai English Speakers

Item Subject Code
No. Target word
1 thank (NS) [ T Q N k ] bank saints thank thank think thank thank sand thank thank
2 food (NS) [ f u d ] - food food two food food who two food food
3 share (T1) [ S E r ] share share share share share share share share share shared
4 appear (T2) [ EpHI‘] up here appear appear appear appear appear appeal appear up here appear
5 film (T1) [film] - film - film - film - - - -
6 mother (T1) [maR‘] mother mother mother mother mother mother mother mother mother mother
7 bill (NS) [ b I l ] bill bill feel bill nail bill - tell bill fail
8 them (T2) [d5Em] - dim damp damn damp them - dam damn them
9 train (T2) [tHre˘n] train train train train train train train train claim train

10 involve (NS) [ I n v A l v ] - involve involve - - involve - involve involve involve
11 foot (T2) [fUt] foot foot foot fruit food fort - foot foot foot
12 very (T1) [ v E r I ] - very very very - very - girl - very
13 watch (T1) [wçtS] watch watch what what watch watch watch what watch watch
14 thank (T2) [ T Q N k ] bank thank thank thanks thank thank bank thank thank thank
15 prove (NS) [ p H r u v ] who who who crew clue - true through pure cool
16 thank (T1) [ T Q N k ] bank bank thank thank - thank bank bound thank thank
17 food (T2) [ f u d ] food food food who food food food food food food
18 join (T2) [t˛çIn] join join join join join join join join join join
19 share (NS) [ S E r ] share share share share share share share share share share
20 train (NS) [tHreIn] train train train train train train train train train train
21 prime (T2) [pHraIm] - prime prime prime prime prime rhyme climb crime prime
22 bill (T1) [ b I l ] bill bill - feel - bill - bell bill veil
23 film (T2) [fi )̆m] - theme theme him theme film theme theme theme theme
24 already (T2) [çUredi] already already already already already already already already already already
25 foot (NS) [fUt] foot watch fudge watch watch watch watch fort watch watch
26 prime (NS) [pHraIm] crime prime crime crime trying prime try - prime -
27 already (NS) [ç r E d I] already already already already already already already already already already
28 them (T1) [d5Em] - dam then damp damp - them dam vamp them
29 field (T1) [ f i u ] - feel - him feel - - feel field -
30 involve (T2) [I n v o l v] - invoke involve involve involve involve involve involve involve kimbo
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Written Response: Singaporeans Listening to Native and Thai English Speakers (Cont.)

Item Subject Code
No. Target word
31 mother (NS) [m√¤D‘] mother mother mother mother mother mother mother mother mother mother
32 future (NS) [ f y u t S ‘ ] future future teacher future future future teacher teacher future proture
33 watch (NS) [ wAtS ] watch watch watch watch watch watch watch watch watch watch
34 bill (T2) [biu] bill bill peel bill - bill bail bill bill bill
35 while (T2) [waIl] - fine wild smile acquire - - - - -
36 mother (T2) [mad5‘] mother mother mother mother mother mother mother mother mother mother
37 prove (T1) [ pHr uf ] - who cool who food cool cool two cool -
38  train (T1) [tHre˘n] train train train frame train plan train train train safe
39 already (T1) [çredi] already already already already already already already already already already
40 very (T2) [ w E r I ] - very really very very weary weary weary weary very
41 future (T2) [ f y u t S ‘ ] future future future future future future future future future future
42 field (T2) [ f i u d ] field feel feel fend feel feel field field field feel
43 prime (T1) [pHraIm] crime prime crime crime prime climb - climb prime crime
44 food (T1) [ f u ˘ d ] - who food who good cool rude food food grew
45 join (T1) [t˛ç)In] join join join join join join join join join done
46 film (NS) [ f I l m ] film film film film film film helm film film film
47 them (NS) [ D E m ] them them them them them them them dam them them
48 appear (NS) [´pI‘] up here appear appear appear appear appear appear appear appear appear
49 share (T2) [tSQ˘r] chair chair chair chair chair chair chair chair chair chair
50 future (T1) [ f I u t S ‘ ] future future future future - future future teacher future -
51 while (NS) [waIl] while wild wild while wild wild wild wild wild wild
52 appear (T1) [QpHI‘] up here appear appear appear appear appear appear appear appear appear
53 foot (T1) [fUt] foot foot foot food foot foot foot foot foot foot
54 very (NS) [vEri] very very very very very very very very very very
55 watch (T2) [wçtS] watch watch watch watch watch watch watch watch watch watch
56 join (NS) [ dZçIn] join join join join join join join join join join
57 involve (T1) [I n v o l v] - involce involve - - - - - - -
58 field (NS) [fild] field field feel field feel feel heel heal field feel
59 prove (T2) [pHru˘f] - prove - - - - - food proof fruit
60 while (T1) [waUl] - while woo! while wild wild wow wild wow wild
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Appendix L 

Statistical Data 

T-Test: Comparison of Intelligibility Scores of Singaporeans towards Native and Thai1 

 

Paired Samples Statistics

13.6000 10 2.45855 .77746
10.7000 10 2.16282 .68394

NATIVE2
THAI1

Pair 1
Mean N Std. Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

 
 

Paired Samples Correlations

10 .748 .013NATIVE2 & THAI1Pair 1
N Correlation Sig.

 
 

Paired Samples Test

2.9000 1.66333 .52599 1.7101 4.0899 5.513 9 .000NATIVE2 - THAI1Pair 1
Mean Std. Deviation

Std. Error
Mean Lower Upper

95% Confidence
Interval of the

Difference

Paired Differences

t df Sig. (2-tailed)
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T-Test: Comparison of Intelligibility Scores of Singaporeans towards Native and Thai2 

 

Paired Samples Statistics

13.6000 10 2.45855 .77746
12.1000 10 1.72884 .54671

NATIVE2
THAI2

Pair 1
Mean N Std. Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

 
 

Paired Samples Correlations

10 .298 .403NATIVE2 & THAI2Pair 1
N Correlation Sig.

 
 

Paired Samples Test

1.5000 2.54951 .80623 -.3238 3.3238 1.861 9 .096NATIVE2 - THAI2Pair 1
Mean Std. Deviation

Std. Error
Mean Lower Upper

95% Confidence
Interval of the

Difference

Paired Differences

t df Sig. (2-tailed)
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T-Test: Comparison of Intelligibility Scores of Singaporeans towards Thai1 and Thai2 

 

Paired Samples Statistics

10.7000 10 2.16282 .68394
12.1000 10 1.72884 .54671

THAI1
THAI2

Pair 1
Mean N Std. Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

 
 

Paired Samples Correlations

10 .157 .664THAI1 & THAI2Pair 1
N Correlation Sig.

 
 

Paired Samples Test

-1.4000 2.54733 .80554 -3.2222 .4222 -1.738 9 .116THAI1 - THAI2Pair 1
Mean Std. Deviation

Std. Error
Mean Lower Upper

95% Confidence
Interval of the

Difference

Paired Differences

t df Sig. (2-tailed)
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T-Test: Comparison of Intelligibility Scores of Thais towards Native and Singaporean1 

 

Paired Samples Statistics

10.9000 10 2.23358 .70632
8.8000 10 2.97396 .94045

NATIVE
SING1

Pair 1
Mean N Std. Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

 
 

Paired Samples Correlations

10 .214 .553NATIVE & SING1Pair 1
N Correlation Sig.

 
 

Paired Samples Test

2.1000 3.31495 1.04828 -.2714 4.4714 2.003 9 .076NATIVE - SING1Pair 1
Mean Std. Deviation

Std. Error
Mean Lower Upper

95% Confidence
Interval of the

Difference

Paired Differences

t df Sig. (2-tailed)
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T-Test: Comparison of Intelligibility Scores of Thais towards Native and Singaporean2 

 

Paired Samples Statistics

10.9000 10 2.23358 .70632
8.9000 10 2.51440 .79512

NATIVE
SING2

Pair 1
Mean N Std. Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

 
 

Paired Samples Correlations

10 .493 .148NATIVE & SING2Pair 1
N Correlation Sig.

 
 

Paired Samples Test

2.0000 2.40370 .76012 .2805 3.7195 2.631 9 .027NATIVE - SING2Pair 1
Mean Std. Deviation

Std. Error
Mean Lower Upper

95% Confidence
Interval of the

Difference

Paired Differences

t df Sig. (2-tailed)
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T-Test: Comparison of Intelligibility Scores of Thais towards Singaporean1 and 

Singaporean2 

 

Paired Samples Statistics

8.8000 10 2.97396 .94045
8.9000 10 2.51440 .79512

SING1
SING2

Pair 1
Mean N Std. Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

 
 

Paired Samples Correlations

10 .681 .030SING1 & SING2Pair 1
N Correlation Sig.

 
 

Paired Samples Test

-.1000 2.23358 .70632 -1.6978 1.4978 -.142 9 .891SING1 - SING2Pair 1
Mean Std. Deviation

Std. Error
Mean Lower Upper

95% Confidence
Interval of the

Difference

Paired Differences

t df Sig. (2-tailed)
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T-Test: Comparison of the Averages of Overall Intelligibility Scores between Singaporean 

and Thai Listeners 

 

Group Statistics

10 11.4000 1.48698 .47022
10 8.8500 2.51716 .79600

LISTENER
singapore
thai

TSAVR
N Mean Std. Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

 
 

Independent Samples Test

5.762 .027 2.758 18 .013 2.5500 .92451 .60767 4.49233

2.758 14.600 .015 2.5500 .92451 .57473 4.52527

Equal variances assumed
Equal variances not
assumed

TSAVR
F Sig.

Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances

t df Sig. (2-tailed)
Mean

Difference
Std. Error
Difference Lower Upper

95% Confidence
Interval of the

Difference

t-test for Equality of Means
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